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EAST EXPERIENCES

Territory Should Have Held Governor Curry Respites
Constitutional Convention
Sentence to Life ImThis Year
prisonment
:;

.

WORST

BLIZZARD

IH TWENTY

YEARS

NO. 270

1909.

kJ7,

MA Ml
FOR
110

Lss of Life

Heavy Tremendous Damage Along Atlantic
Coast Traffic Tied Up Shipping Wrecked An
other Storm Due Tomorrow.

Ex-Minist-

er

FLURRY OH

STOCK MARKET

of War and Four Shorts Got Into Tight Corner
Other Nicaraguans
and Were Badly
With Him
Squeezed

A Christmas blizzard, the severest is still in the grip of a blizzard which
FLUSTERED PLAYING WITH ROCK ISLAND
storm experienced in the east iH . descended upon this sect ion of the UNCLE SAM NOT
BULLOCKJEJIPPOINTED
is
twenty years, tied up local traffic this ! j country on Christinas. Business
morning in cities from Pennsylvania-- tied up worse than for many years
train unci it will be several days before con- - Is Certain That Renegade Prea- - Advanced More Than Thirty
Recognition of His . JServices Taos Valley Land Case Before to 'Maine and a disarranged
Condozen
states.
in
schedules
(litions are normal. An unprecedented
half
Points and Then Dropped
ident Will Not Esand Compliment to
Judge McFie Incorporation
ditions are rapidly improving and
heavy snow fall, coming almost unFiled.
Him.
Roosevelt.
1
af-Again.
cape
heralded, caught the railroads, street
night the normal state of
fairs probably will exist. But an-- j car companies and other public serv-i- c
concerns wholly unprepared. With
startling-marke- t
New York, Dec. 27. A
Salina. Cruiz, Mexico, Dec. 27.
Instead of issuing the " customary other storm is due then. Five per-- '
Washington, Dec. 27. Statehood
as
the
sons
in
the
are
dead
the
of
,
street
Market
movement
had
Philadelphia
all the
Guerer-ro.Mexican
exception
that
Christmas
The
General
par don, GoVornur, Curry
gunboat
legislation at the present session of commuted the
of San- result of the blizzard, and a dozen sul. way there is practically no street
came
a
death
earmarks
of
corner
sentence
on
today
board
having
Congress will 'not go beyond giving tos Ortiz at Silver
City to life im- or more in New York state. The final cur service in this city this morning. Zelaya of Nicaragua docked hefe at when the common stock of Rock Isl-- i
MexiPresident Kept Home By Blizzard. eight o'clock this
lid within five minutes of opening,
authority to the people of New
acprisonment, in the territorial peniten- report of fatalities in New England
mornim;,
s
Dec.
27. President
co and Arizona to hold constltutiona tiary. Governor Curry took this step has not come to hand, but it may)
to
from fifty and
Washington,
rote
former president
companying the
,
when it Fettled back again
It ap- reach a score. Seven thousand men Tatt today abandoned his intention of were the
and provide the means after careful consideration.
convention
of war and four eighty-onebefore the are at work in New York city clean-- j going to New York to dine tonight other Nicaraguans.
after heavy trading to fifty. All this
for such conventions, if the wishes of pears that the Territory
Andrew Carnegie and speak be- ji'itli
trial had offered to accept a plea of ing the streets.
startling protechnic advance of thirty-onis
Deliberate.
Washington
ture the American Historical
leading members of Congress dictate guilty in the second degree;
that
Loss Around Boston Tremendous.
points and the equally surprisWashington, D. C. Dec. 27. There
the policy. This program is in har- Ortiz .was too poor to. engage an atDec. 27. Five million dol- - ciation in Carnegie hall. Traffic con-lar- s is no doubt in official circles here ing slump to the opening sale price,
tanned a shiver of fear on the stock
the ditions due to the blizzard are so
is the estimated loss by
mony with the message of President torney and that on account of pover''certain that the President thought that Zelaya's destination is Mexico exchange, which spread itself across
no
territhe
Boston
was
taken
around
to
in
and
ty
wrought
appeal
Tatt.
His
from
departure
Nicaragua the continent on the brokers wires
to risk getting temporarily City.
torial supreme court.
by the blizzard which yesterday swept j ,!S
is not regarded as at all conclusive
In the last session of. the sixtieth
in.
snowed
droved
tide
that a "corner" had been
and
record
New
England
.' Incorporation.
j
that lie will escape punishment for lock of t.SOO shares sold ateffected,
eighty-onCongress the House passed a bill, to
coast.
over
Ten
the
It
Inches
at
of
New
York.
impossible
Snow
to
filed
were
yetji
Incorporation papers
his crimes there. The United States
the top price. Rock Island com-t- :
admit New Mexico and Arizona as day in the office of Territorial Secre- to give a list of .fatalities, but it r v ew York, Dec. 27. Hard work all
delibgovernment is proceeding with
on closed at forty-nin- e
half on last
separate states. It was predicted thai tary Nathan Jaffa by the Alamogordo may be heavy. Masses of wreckage. . njelu ,,y thousands of men on the erations, knowing that should his
five
The
masted
fron
rise is genthe
c'ilv.s
1'iiday.
spectacular
streets brolie the blockade
the measure would go through the Consumers Light and Power Company apparentlyDrtvbf
Palmer of Boston was c.lIISpd by the greatest December presence in Nicaragua be required any- erally credited to a frightened
schooner
Otero
of
county.
Alamogordo,
time to answer for his misdeeds his
Senate, in short order. Such was not Charles E. Mitchell was
which apparently got badly
Ten
designated as found on thebeach at Hull today and slonn in years hl tMs vicinin-person could be secured with little squeezed. One of the directors of
the case, however. Some of. the New Mexico agent. The capitaliza- it is believed that the vessel struct inches of snow fell.
difficulty. Secretary Knox in his let- - the Rock Island and who is also conmembers of the Senate committee did tion is $50,000, divided into 1.000 one of the outer edges of the harbor
Storm Passes Out to Sea.
ter to the Nicaraguan charge d' af- nected with the banking interests
to
went
storm
and
not like the looks of some certain shares. The company begins with a during yesterday's
Dec. 27. A hopeful fairs, Mr. Rotrrigue, made it clear that road said that there is
Washington,
innothing in the
pieces.
The
of
$38,500.
land grants to individuals which had paid up capital
The ship went to pieces with the view of conditions was held out this in connection with any demand that (ff airs of (he company to account for
and directors are: George
corporators
It this government
rooming by the weather bureau.
been received under territorial adIt appears to be a
might make upon the advance-Carl, 750 shares; George Welgle, 10 loss of all on board, a crew of twelve
ministration. Some of the claims for shares; James A. Baird, 10 shares. men. Four are known to be dead at was stated there that the storm which Nicaragua in the way of reparation squeeze of the shorts. The controllChelsea, where the tidal wave burst- has raised such havoc on the Atlantic for the shooting of Groce and Can- ing Interests and officials of the Rock
Jarge holdings under Spanish grants
Arrests by Mounted Police.
ing through a dike along the island coast and in New England had pass- non, there might be included in addi- Island had nothing to do with it. For
were also Viewed with suspicion. FurSergeant J. W. Collier of the mount end, the river flooded homes and ed out to the sea off the Maine coast. tion the indemnity money, the demand a time this
unsettled
thermore the estimates coming from ed police at Estancia, arrested a man
hundred
twenty-fiv- e
persons In Washington, four and a half inch- that the person or persons found guil- l..e whole market, fears of. a corner
the territories as to population, both named Bone, aged 37 years, for shoot- forced
es of snow fell, but otherwise this
o
ty of the murder should be tried and causing large quantities of stocks to
as to numbers and class were not ing up the town on Christmas day; to flee for their lives. Thirty-twthe
of the storm.
city
escaped
fury
New
cities
towns
and
of
England
The question of extradi-- I be dumped on the market. It was
punished.
accepted, and it was thought best to Ves. Walkup for carrying a pistol ; W. were in
last nigbt. owing to '
Perished in New York.
darkness
Eighteen
in
tion
a
of this kind was set- intimated that an investigation prob-t'Ucase
de1910
the
action
until
after
delay
J. McAdams for assault with a deadly the damage to electric light systemswill be made by the governors
27.
New
tled
Dec.
York,
many years ago and there is
cennial census could be completed.
Eighteen perMcAdams being fined $100 All along the coast phenomenal tides sons in
near New York perished little doubt that any nation where of the stock exchange.
and
Mr. Taft'B recommendations, it is weapon,
n
and costs, and A. L. Montgomery for are reported. In many places the in the Christmas storm or from acci- A report from the west that
Zelaya might have taken refuge will
said, will s'upply the excuse for de- assault.
boule- dents caused
sea
were
walls
battered
control
the
had
down,
acquired
Hawley
by it. Six died in the on the showing the United States
lay. The President urges that "care
vards razed and curbs and houses snow drifts, others were drowned and be able t0 make surrender of him for of the Rock- Island brought an
Lodged in the Penitentiary.
be exercised in the preparation of
denial from Mr. Hawley.
Sheriff Julius Meyer and Sergeant along the shore destroyed. In Boston
j Phatic
were killed by trains today, trial and punishment.
legislation affecting each territory to
A meeting of the board of governors
i
secure deliberation in the selection of J. W. Collier, of the mounted police, the tide swept over wharves, across New York is rapidlv digging herself,
Atlantic avenue and as far inland as eut from the ten inch snow fall, and
of the stock exchange has been callpersons as" members of the conven- yestreday. lodged the following re- the chamber of commerce.
MEETS WITH FEARFUL
The dam- street and railroad traffic is
ed for 3:30 o'clock this afternoon. It
tion to draft a constitution of the in- cruits in the penitentiary: Lewis
rapidly
ACCIDENT ON CHRISTMAS. is
No heavy loss to shipthree to. four years for burg- age in this section will reach half a improving.
reiwrted that the Rosk Island
coming state," and that "that such
But the worst damage is" at ping is"
1 to million.
sufferewill be Inquired into.
sode
but
boats
Consmall
and
Boyles,
the
b
reported,
after
lary
George
Jiircenyi
adoption
legislation
Chelsea and at Everett and it prob-- . d-severely.
There "is a shortage Former Saloon Keeper Otto' Retsch
vention, shall be. submitted to the 2 years for burglary; Leslie Johnston
is Gored Fatally By an Angry
will be several weeks before the in food
supplies as the result of railWHISKY TAINTED BREATH
people for their approval at an elec- one to two years for burglary. The ably
of
on
the
tide
island
end
the
Bull.
gate
inblockades
and
the
road
In
consequent
which the sole issue shall be three were sentenced by Judge John
tion
CAUSE FOR DIVORCE.
river will be restored and the homes crease in prices contributed to the
Yesterday evening at five o'clock at
R. McFie.
the merits of the constitution."
can be reoccupied.
Having escaped hardships of the poor.
his residence on Galisteo street, Otto
In the case of the adoption of the
Writ of Injunction Granted.
scantily clad and many barefooted,
former Santa Fe saloon keep- Colorado Judge Holds That No Decent
Retsch,
constitution for Oklahoma the elecStorm
Continues.
John R. McFie today grant- residents in the submerged districts
Woman Should Tolerate It in
Judge
er, died from the effects of injuries
tion was complicated with the selec- ed a temporary writ of injunction
St. John's, N. F., Dec. 27. The ter- received
Her Husband.
had
to
in
for
hours
the
stand
blizzard,
an
by being gored by
angry
tion of the state officers, and Mr. Taft upon petition of Golden Barrett
storm
on
rific
which
Christmas
to
to
began
for
them
take
wagons
waiting
bull. For a long time Retsch owned
is determined this situation shall not
the Taos Valley Land Com- shelter. Hundreds are homeless and eve was still raging today and has a big black bull
Denver, Colo., Dec. 27. "Every woof a very ferocious
occur in the cases of New Mexico and againstA. R.
and caused great damage throughout the nature
pany,
Manby, et al., to restrain are taken care of in schools
corraled near man has a harder load to carry than
he
kept
Arizona. In the event of their being
defendants from disposing of the com- churches.
colony. The telegraph and telephone his place of residence. On Christ her husband. God made it so, and Z
no issue before the people of each of
service is prostrated and railroads mas morning he went out to the cor-ra- i we cannot change it. I believe this
property, etc. The writ is repany's
Philadelphia in Winter's Grip.
the territories except the adoption of
27. Philadelphia are blocked.
on January 28.
turnable
Dec.
Philadelphia,
with the intention of breaking the woman will be willing to do what evberejection of the constitution, it is
' Naturalization
of Syrians.
ice which had formed in the water ery woman does, take the worst of it,
lieved the best judgment of the peoSaa Francisco
Nathan Salmon,-th- e
trough. He had no sooner started to and I would prefer postponing the
ple will prevail.
received the
street
merchant,
today
chop the ice when the bull charged at signing of this decree until the last
Should the convention draft concopy of an official order ishim with lowered head. In another day of this term to give her an opporOF
stitutions which do not adequately following
sued by Secretary of Commerce and
instant Retsch was flying fifteen feet tunity to make up her mind."
matter
in
the
interests
protect public
Labor Charles Nagel;and addressed
into the air.
When he fell to the
The last act of Judge Hubert Shat- of safeguarding public lands and na- to
the clerks of cofurxs. exercising jur
ground the bull rushed at him again tuck.on Christmas was an effort to d
tional resources and should those con- isdiction in naturalization
NATIONAL BANK
proceedon him repeatedly. concile a husband and wife, Nellie
trampled
stitutions be adopted by votes of the
of courts exercising jur"Clerks
ings:
Retsch lost consciousness for con-- and Archie ParnaU. There was
President
the
of
the
territories,
people
isdiction in naturalization proceedings
Vhen he regained caljon for Mrs. Narnall in the verdict
time.
could reject them if he desired and will
please disregard any request or
senses he painfully made his wayjof) a
Carlsbad Irrigation his
Congress again could open the way direction heretofore, made' by any of- Alpheus A. Keen Will Suc- Under
jury whk;h found Parnall guilty
to the house and informed his wife of
for the adoption of satisfactory con- ficer of this division of the departand gave Mrs. Parnall a de- cruelty
ceed John H. Vaughn on
Takes Place on
of the accident. Complaining of seProject
stitutions. This, of course, was well ment,
but
cree,
Judge Shattuck, believing
whereby such clerks are called
vere pains he went to bed and a doc3
night impossible in the case of Okla- upon to refuse to receive .or file dec
21
Parnall's
that he still
January
protestations
February
tor was called. On Sunday he grew loves
homa as the people had expressed larations of intention ' and
his wife and wants to live with,.
petitions
worse
and in the evening succumbed
their choice of state officers and jus- for naturalization by reason of any
her, tried to save the home for the
to his injuries.
tice had to be done them.
WIDE
OF
EXPERIENCE
sake of the children. He thinks that
RUN
BE
WILL
EXCURSIONS
divithe
hitherto
by.
meaning
given
e
forty-threwas
Retsch
years of age. if the wife will consider her obligaThe indications are that a bill will sion of naturalization to the words,
He leaves a widow. The funeral will
be passed at this session providing white
persons and persons of African
take place tomorrow afternoon at two tions and meet her husband half way
for the means of holding constitu,
or, descent, as used in sec- One of Best Known and Most Region of Small Farms and In- o'clock from the chapel of the Wag- he will reform.
tional conventions and for elections nativity
"I don't want her to do that unless
tion 2169 R. S."
Men
in
Esteemed
the
ner
is
of
Homeseekers
on
rush
establishment
undertaking
to pass upon the question of adopting
.The Leopold" Case
San Francisco street The remains she is satisfied that he will never
I
or rejecting the constitutions. It is
Southwest.
isExpected.
to
decided
Curry has,'
will be interred in the Odd Fellows' come to her again with whisky-taintebelieved that the effect will be to in- sue a
to Carl Leopold,
the
s
pardon
breath," he said. "It seems to me
.
cemetery.
sure good state constitutions and Pobwell
A. Keen, former commiswho had been
Mexican.
New
to
woman
is going a long way 'when
Alpheus
the
a
saloonkeeper,,'
Special
make it certain that two new stars committed to
on sioner of public lands, has been
fdr";sixty
days
she
overlooks
a thing of that sort.
jail
27.
KIT
The aucCARSON MEMORIAL
Carlsbad, N. M., Dec.
will be added to the flag within a an old . commitment under" which
I believe this man recognizes,- by
But
Jie
ASSOCIATION
ORGANIZED.
excess
lands under the
year of the adjournment of the pres- had violated his parole. Judge W. H. agreed upon for cashier of the First tion sale of
Trinidad, Colo., Dec. 27. The pit the verdict of this jury, that other
National bank in this city to succeed Carlsbad
ent Congress.
irrigation
M.
project; Nw Carson Memorial
J.
District
Hervey
Pope,
Attorney
Association was or- men will not approve of a man comH.
Seth Bullock Will Be Reappointed.
Vaughn, resigned. Mr. Keen Mexico, which was scheduled to take
view of the fact that John
in
and
others,
here
a
at meeting of pioneer ing home to his wife drunk and treatganized
Washington, Dec. 27. It was an- Leopold has served part of the sent- has wide banking experience and
been
has
on
1910,
15,
residents
of
Animas county, held ing her unkindly."
place
Las
February
Is
one
White
nounced at the
House today ence were not
of the most expert
considered
opposed to. executive
postponed by the secretary of , the in honor of the 100th anniversary of
in
accountants
that Seth Bullock, United States mar- clemency.
He
is
the
southwest
;
21. The rail- the birth of the noted scout. Mayor WILL RECLAIM 20,000 ACRES
shal for South Dakota, will be reapa native of Pomeroy, Ohio, and came interior until February
No Smallpox at Good Roads Camp.
homeseek- Daniel L. Taylor, a friend and assohave
for
IN SANTA FE VALLEY.
roads,
arranged
to New Mexico in 1879, settling at Las
pointed for another term four years
Dr. James A. Massie, of the terri
excursions from the east on the ciate of Carson, was elected presiers'
from January 13 next. Bullock has
became an employ of
good X'egis,' wbere,he
first and fifteenth of that month, and dent of the organization and a comColorado Springs, ' Dec. 27. The
been known as a close personal friend torial board of health, visited thefound
First National bank. In 1890 he it is desired to hold the sale
tie
and
near
on
Thornton
such
roads
camp
mittee was named to incorporate. valley of the Santa Fe in New Mexiof Theodore Roosevelt, and his reapand became a
small- went, to Albuquerque
case
for
be
the
it
attended
that
data
that
may
by
quarantined
recAmong others who knew Carson in co is claiming the attention of a
pointment is said to be both in
was merely a Case of chicken-pox- . cashier of the First National bank persons taking advantage of the ex- his lifetime, and who spoke, were group of Colorado Springs men wlio
pox
as
well
he
of
what
has
done
ognition
there, relinquishing that position in cursions.
.
as a compliment to former President
Major Raphael Chacon, who served in are organizing to carry out a . big
1899 to take the position of commisPen.
Observance
at
Christmas
of these the same regiment with Carson: Alex plan of development. P. J. Franklin
elevation
,The
Roosevelt.
general
Christmas dinner at the peniten- sioner of public lands which had just
lands is 3,100 feet above sea level, Taylor, a stage driver, and A. V. of this city has acquired a tract of
Sloan' Wants More Land for Arizona.
inan unusual feast for been created. It was for him to
of Santa
Las 3.200 acres in.
and the temperature ranges from Archibald, the oldest pioneer-iWashington,: D. C. Dec. 27. Gover- tiary provided
stall the system of keeping accounts zero
men
local
and
N.
other
Roast
with
M..
apAnimas
soil
is
The
a
was
110
the
to
The
association
the
above.
goose
Fe,
county.
prisoners.
light,
nor Sloan.; of Arizona, has forwarded
and to
the foundation for the sucalluvium and very fertile. The formed to raise a fund to erect a with whom he is associated will consandy
to Congressman Hamilton, chairman ple sauce, mashed potatoes, stewed cessful lay
administration of that importare statue of Carson in what is known as struct an Irrigation system to cover
of the house committee on territories, corn, mince pie, tea and Coffee proved ant office. From Santa Fe he return- lrinclpal crops in the valley
menu.
donated
by
Cigars
apples, cherries, small Kit Carson park in this city. The 20,000 additional acres. The land was
peaches,
pears,
and author of the statehood bill, a re- - a tempting
to Albuquerque to a position with
H. B. Cartwrlght and Brother were ed
fruits, alfalfa, cotton, sweet potatoes, park as given to Trinidad by Major originally a Mexican grant. '
quest for an amendment to the bill as
the American Lumber Company. Mr.
In
the
and garden truck. Fodder Taylor and lies along the course of
the
around.
afternoon,
passed
follows : , ,
Keen stands high in Masonic circles celery
'
SUCCESSOR TO SENATOR
and milo maize produce the Santa Fe trail.
corn,;
cane
were
in
the
held
exercises
customary
:
Granting to the territory. 50 per
and has been for years secretary or good
A. J. M'LAURIN.
Stock raising Is very
Ban
which
Santa
da
de
La
for
crops.
chapel
reof
revenues:
of
cent
the
the forest
v
.
various New Mexico grand bodies,of
to the extensive SENTENCED TWO HOURS
Missfl, Dec. 27 Governor
Jackson,
music.
owing
the
Fe
profitable,
furnished
serves In, the territory instead 1 of 20
the Masonic order. Mr.' Keen is a range lands on the east and west. The
AFTER ARREST. Neel today announced the appointDer cent za provided.
,
man
of Integrity, ability and his Santa Fe railroad furnishes transporment of Colonel James Gordon, of
Grand Junction, Colo., Dec. 27.
SUCCUMBS TO
REMINGTON
Giving to the. territory In addition
APPENDICITIS OPERATION. staunch friends are found in- every tation facilities to nearby markets Two hours after the arrest of Blaine Okolona, as United States Senator to
to the present provisions,"-million
Kitnmiller on a charge of illegally succeed the late A. J. McLaurin. The
part of the southwest. Mr. Keen will and to Denver and Chicago.
,.
acres of government land as a fund
This Is a region or small farms and selling liquor he began serving a appointment is temporary until the
Dec. 27. Freder- take charge of his duties on January
Conn.,
Ridgefleld,
. for the future development of the tercommunities thirty day term In jail. Four other legislature can elect a successor and
ick Remington, the artist, died here 3. The appointment had been decid- compact agricultural
ritorial road system now initiated,
some
ed
re- and offers an unusual advantage
to men were arrested and two express is made with the understanding that
time
but
a
upon
ago
of
after
upon
appendicitis
and 100,000 acres as a source of in- yesterday
Illness. He was operated on last quest, the New Mexican did not make persons with small means who desire wagon loads of liquor were confis- Senator Gordon will not be a candibrief
come for the territorial fair."
; ' Thursday.
to secure homes. .,
cated.
date for this term.
the announcement at the time.
i
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PAGE TWO.

THE SANTA FE

THE

WE HAVE THEM
Champaign
Cheese
Cheese Sticks
Cloves Leaf

Perfetto

Festions
Nabisco

and

Sartoga
Vanilla

Are closing in asthma, or tumor, oi
fits,
And the "vet's" unspoken
prescription runs
To Lethal chambers or loaded guns.
Then you will find it's your own affair.
B But you've given your heart for a
dog to tear.
Rudyard Kipling.

inter- Grocery Co.
-

Telephone

No. 40

AP

SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry Silverware,

rated

Deco-

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

Goods.

S.

MANUFACTURER

Spitz

na-

ture permits

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
CASH PURCHASttS
ALL
WITH

CALL

MINOR CITY TOPICS

IIP.

When the fourteen yeaio which

WAFERS

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

ROUND

Established 1856.

JEWELER

est Wishes For a

Fireman Fatally Injured on Raton
Hill L. M. Fielden, a Santa Fe fireman, was fatally injured on Raton
hill. He died in the Raton hospital.
Honors for Father George Juillard
Rev. George Juillard, for. eighteen
years in charge of the Catholic parish
at Gallup has accepted the position of

Year

assoicate director general of the Society for the Faith in the T'nited
States, with headquarters at Xew
York. Rev. Florentine Meyers has
been appointed his successor with
Rev. Robert Kalt as his assistant.
Elks' Theater Program for tonight:
Little Teacher. Brothers Wrong,
New Town in Curry County A new
town to be known as Middleton ha.s Mixed Letters, Chinese Amusements.
been laid out half way between Clovis Don't miss this bill as it is a good
and Melrose on the Xew Mexico East- one from start to finish. Mixed Letters is a comedy reel and will keep
ern railway.
all the time. Remember
Two Boys Fined for Loitering in a you laughing
we start the show at S o'clock sharp
Saloon At Roswell, two boys were so
be on time. Prices remain the
fined $10 and costs each for loitering
same 15c down stairs. 10c balcony.
in the Elk
saloon. Their parents
Watch the paper for our next change.
paid the fine.
Artist Turns Editor J. H. Sharp,
Santa Fe Employe Dies at Hospital the Cincinnati
artist, well known in
Harry J. Stanton, an employe of the Santa Fe because of his frequent
Santa Fe hospital, formerly of Chica- visits here, has
just made his initial
go, died at the Las Vegas Santa Fe bow in the
field. From
journalistic
hospital at the age of 26 years.
his winter headquarters at the Crow
Died of Diphtheria
Xeedliam, the agency in Montana, he has issued the
three year old son of Albert A. Jack- first number of a publication which
son, died of diphtheria at Willard, he calls the Crow Agency Carol. He
Torrance county. His father was in claims for his scintillating paper the
Texas at the time that death came. distinction of being the only paper
Parochial School for Folsom Says entered at the postoffice as first class
the Folsom
Leader: "The public matter.
school board has deeded the old
Ideal Christmas Weather The air
school property to the Archbishop of was crisp, the sun brilliant, the full
Santa Fe for Catholic school pur- moon bright over the holidays. Yesposes."
terday the maximum temperature in
Chosen
for Apple Queen Miss the shade was 37 degrees, in the sun
Pearl Blake of Farmington has G2 degrees. The minimum temperabeen chosen apple queen for San ture was 12
degrees, but last night
Juan county over Miss Minnie How- the temperature
again dropped to 4
ard of Flora Vista. The vote stood
above zero. The relative hudegrees
120.9:10 against 90,040.
midity at a. m. as well as at p. m.
Held for Shooting Scrape in Saloon
was 73 per cent. On SatJustice of the Peace Felipe Baca y yesterday
was G2 per cent both at 6" a.
it
urday
Garcia of Las Vegas, held Charles m.
and G p. m., while on Friday evenAllen in $ 1500 bond for the grand jury
p. m. it was 55 per cent. For
ing at
for discharging a firearm
in the tomorrow
fair and cold weather is preBridge Street saloon.
dicted.
Fever at Clayton The
Typhoid
Healthseeker Found Dead in His
Folsom Leader says that during the
Room
William Henry, aged 25 years,
two
five
from
deaths
past
months,
typhoid fever have occurred at Clay- a healthseeker from Oklahoma City,
ton, Union county, the latest victim was found dead in his room at RosG

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME 'HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidei my aid Ladies' Pur Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

being Mayor F. I. Burch.
Young Men Arrested for Theft-Cl- yde
Korneggy and Joseph Combat,
were lodged in jail at Roswell on the
charge of stealing horses. The young
men were arrested in Oklaho.ma and
the alleged theft took place in Chaves
county.
Death of Young
Businessman
Ignacio M. Trujillo, a young business
man, the only son of Pablo Trujillo.
died at San Marcial of consumption.
He was aged 26 years. The funeral
services were conducted at the Methodist Episcopal church,
Fugitive From Insane Asylum in
Custody Francisco Sandoval who escaped from the territorial insane asylum at Las Vegas, was arrested at
his former home at Los Cerrillos,
Sandoval county, by Sheriff F. P.
a
and returned to the asylum.
Ten Days in Jail for Playing Poker
At Roswell, four young men arrested in a private residence for playing
poker for stakes, were sentenced
to
ten days in jail and costs by Justice
of the Peace A. J. Welter. .The jail
sentence was suspended during good
behavior and the young men paid the
costs.
Taken to Texas for Trial Mounted Policeman Fred Higgins has returned from Abilene, Texas, where he
took G. W. Workman who was arrested at Lake Arthur with Miss Pearl
Hunt on the charge of sending obscene matter through the mails. Miss
Hunt, alias Mrs. Georgia Palmore,
will be allowed to remain at Roswell
until after the birth of a child which
is anticipated.
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How's This?
We offer one hundred dollars reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,
O.

well.
bed
and
cold

Wholesale & Retail
DRY GOODS
FOR HALF

PHONE 36

.

IN THE

yr

DEAR FRIENDS:
Once more wt'face the nrerry Xninsrfeason with all its good time of,
gift (riving, and nguin the old problem in what appropriate and pleasing
way to remember our friend sandirelatives; confronts us. It is impossible
in a brief waj to mention all the imn ense features of our Holiday stock
for this year, but know that al visit to our store will give you the idifi
and suggestion youLhave;.been looking for in selecting your most, important 'gifts.
"We would, especially cnU'you attention, at this
particular time to the
latest styles of percolatots, chafing dishts, carving sets, also a full line
of newest designs in tnlile andrmiscelaneous cutlery, all of which make
.
very usefuls and appeciaties 'gifts.
Also remember in planing
your Xmas dinner that
we have the .f a m o u s

and a complete line
SAVORY ROASTER" of kitchen
necessities
for the holiday feasts

While ill, he had crawled out of

anti-cigar-

campaign waged by the New Mexico
College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts.
Former Las Cruces Resident Dead
W. B. Merchant, who left Las Cruces a year ago for Los Angeles for
his health, died at the latter city.
Merchant was at one time postmaster
of New Orleans,. La., and was an attorney at law. His home at Las Cruces burned, down two years ago.
Died of Chloroform John Conley,
aged 30 years, strong and robust, succumbed to the effects of chloroform
at Roswell while being examined to
determine whether
an
operation
would be necessary. The chloroform
caused paralysis of his heart. Con-le- y
came to Roswell from Kentucky.
He was a Mason and an, Odd Fellow
and leaves a wife.
Socorro Arch Masons Elect Officers
Socorro Chapter No. 8, Royal Arch
Masons, last week elected the following officers for the ensuing year: E.
A. Drake, excellent high
priest;' J. P.
Chase, king; C. T. Brown, scribe; F.
GBartlett, treasurer; C. G. Duncan,
secretary; while the following officers were appointed: V. D. Crabtree,
captain of the host; James G. Fitch,
principal sojourner; H. M. Dougherty,
Royal Arch Captain; H. G. May, master of the third veil; John E. Griffith,
master of the second veil; F. G. Bartlett, master of the first veil and sentinel.
Your attention is again called to
the fact that a dance follows the
gasket ball game at the Armory on
Wednesday evening. Morrison's orchestra will furnish the music. Tickets to the dance and basket ball game
are seventy-fiv- e
cents, and to i the
game alone fifty cents and they are on
sale at Stripling-Burrow-s
drug store.

ood

Phone
No 14

The argument is again in our favor.

1

HARDWARE CO.
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WHOLESALE
AfD IRETAIL
Yankee;
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Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

No 14

Wood

RATON
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Coal.

Steam Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling,

MONTB'ZUMA AVENUE
T. & S. F. He pot.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Near A.

85

Telephone

Telephone 85
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Unsurpassed Chocolates
Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED

SSf.n?

LIVERY & HACK LINE
310 San
;

rfrrices

Zook's Pharmacy
"The Quality Drugist

Phone
213.

A

FISCHER PROS COMPANY

WILLIAMS & RISING

inte-n-all-

Phone
213.

CITY.

but was unable to crawl back
the exposure during the bitter
night caused his death.
Students Must Stop Smoking The
stores of Mesilla Park and Las Cru- ces, Dona Ana county, have posted
notices that they cannot sell tobacco
to students of educational institutions
this being the result of an

If Experience Counts for anything in
preparing Prescriptions

(jnality Counts for anything

P. O. BOX 219

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions, and financially
able to carry out any obligations
made by his firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
y,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken
(Continued on Page Eteht.)
acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
PILES CURED JN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 c.
'
bottle.
Sold
PAZO OTNTMKNT Is guaranteed to pure
per
by all druggists.
g
any case of Itching, Blind
Bleeding or
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Piles in 6 to 14 days or money refunded. 60c.
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Detnver, Colo., Dec. 27.
Denver, Colo.. Dec. 27.
Mexico: Fair weather tonight
ami Tuesday with continued
colder weather.
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WAFERS

MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

TO DOG LOVERS.
Buy a ini and your money will buy
Love unflinching that cannot lie
Perfect passions and worship fed
By a kick in the ribs or a pat on thi
head.
Nevertheless, it is hardly fail-Trisk your heart for a dog to tear.
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WE DELIVH? FIRST
for anything
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ffe can interest yon in either large or small quantity.
list of customers is rapidly
We will

growing this year

appreciate your name among them.
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Espanola,
service begun hardly a dozen years partment. The annual cost of hand- l'.)n:i were $203,562,3X3.07, an increase valids and tourists. People suffeing winter. Passengers for Ojo Calient
of ij.31 per cent over the receipts of from consumption, cancer, and other can leave, Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
ago and of unprecedented growth, ling the free official mail of the
mil- reaches as high as twenty-eigh- t
diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
department is estimated at the previous year. The total expend- contagious
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to $221,004,102.89, ""bese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars
about
f 3.000.000.
If the several itures amounted
of alkaline salts t the gallon, being address:
"In these two items alone the postal branches of the federal government an increase of tf.07 per cent.
jj
service now suffers an annual loss of were made to bear their proper share
more than tne entire national deficit of the expense of transporting and SMALL HOLDING CLAIMS
of the last fiscal year.
handling official mail, greater care
MUST BE FILED.
Oj )
County. N JH
"Simultaneously with the growing would be "taken no doubt in the. exdefiicit in the postal service, the na- ercise of the franking privilege and Applications Must Be Recorded Not
tion's Income suffered last year a some saving to the government would
Later Than March 3, 1910
serious depletion incident to the finan-- ; accordingly result. The wisdom of
Speedy Action Urged.
Thus it happened doing away entirely with the franking
cial depression.
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time
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TO AND FROM ROSWELL..
"Of the vessels carrying mails to
1
of the finest
the Orient more than 70 per cent .fly Connection made wlta Automobile
foreign flags, while not a single line at Torrance for Roswell dally,
steamship now carrying 6iir mails to Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros-- ;
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BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.
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Studies resumed September 1st.
quent, fast, and regular mail service Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
BROTHER HERMES. President
i would
be the first step in establish- - Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autc-in- g
closer trade relations with them, tiiobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,

SPANISH LESSONS REPORT

Iidiiduator
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hu.ints
lishment

POST
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FRESH EGGS

CREAM

MILK

I

'

I

!

SON

HOOVER

Tj

V.

.T

QJO

CAUEflTE HOT SPRINGS.

14-1-

Bar-anc-

o

1

1

.

--- C.

,

post-offic-

j

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proorietor.

Cilliite, Tai.

'

Wells Fargo & Company
Express

mm

General Express Forwarders

con-jme-

;

.

All

n

Parts of the World.

d

Charles W. Dudrow

,,.

:

J.

D. BARNES.

Aacnt

.

1

Mon

LIVELY STABLE

NEW MEXICO, COLLEGE

Flno

Reliable Horses, Single

Guggles, Surries, Saddle Horses

!

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

Call up 'Phone 9

I

d

Whtn

Need
the
Anything
Line.
Furnished
Drivers
Livery

A

RATES

are-offere-

CHAS. CLOSSON

.

..

W. E.

A. F. SPIEGELBERG,

Garrison,

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios.

post-office-

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe,

bythId

Mexico

....

.......

christian brothers

flltf V TWO WEEKS SALE
Yiliii SPECIAL

I

Courses

COMMERCIAL LITERARY
&

Embroideries ti White Goods

SCIENTIFIC

ADOLF

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGESPAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure-

-

Vice-Presde-

r.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
Daily, six months, by mail
Weekly, per year
Weekly, 6ix months

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Dally per week by carrier
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Dally, per year, by mail

$3.75
2.00
1.00
,75

Weekly, per quarter

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper iD New Mexico. It lS Bent tO
very postofflC3 in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
smung the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest
UNION

(ffcJL A BELT

FK. NEW

PERMANENT RECORDS.
Since calling attention to the mistake of several probate and. district
clerks in introducing loose leaf books
for permanent records, the New Mex-icahas heard from quite a number
of county and court officials, each one
towards
condemning the tendency
loose leaf books for any but temporOne probate clerk
records.
ary
writes that his board of county com
missioners would put a quick stop to
any move to replace the permanent
rec01.d books with loose leaf affairs.
That board of county commissioners
has a right idea of its responsibility
in the
The loose leaf book
nrrnnnt; i an yppllpnt
and
It is modern, labor-savinall progressive firms use loose leaf
ledgers. The New Mexican Printing
Company is filling scores of orders
for loose leaf account books. But a
loose leaf book for court and county
records is a different proposition. As
one probate clerk writes:" "It invites
fraud; it is a temptation to an ofn
pial ,0 be disi10nest; jt makes it en- :tjre,y t0 easy to monkey with the
records." Not only is there possibili
ty of dishonest. officials substituting
m. reniovnK fr0m the records leaves
witi1011t
detection,- but there is also
of
officials
being accused
possibility
of doing so when in fact no record
had been made. The official, there- fove owes it to hjmseif as Well as
to the public to use for permanent
records only books of the permanent
kind from which not a leaf can be removed without detection.

ja

R-

i

1

j

-

J.

J.
J.

Pratident

PALEN,

L. A. HUGHES,

nt

Tf! g. Firs I

Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.

B. READ,

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

National Bank

PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Attorney-at-Law- .

Santa Fe

New Mexico
E. C. ABBOTT,
.

Attorney-at-Law-

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1370
- $150,000
Capital Stock,
Surplus and Undivided Profits, 75,000

Practice in the District and Supreme Coarts. rrorapt and caretij
attention given xo all business.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
CHARLES F. EASLEY,

(Late Surveyor General)

g

Attorney-at-Law-

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all market; for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any moriey transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
percent per annum, on six paths' or years' time. 'Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock arrd products.
1 he bank executes all orders of its patrons in the
bankjig line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles O'i sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for reat. The patronage of the
ucuea.
, :. . y.
i
5
puoi:c is respeciuuy
MSi

cialty.
Santa Fe

.

.

-

a

spe-

New Mexico

CATRON & CATRON,

Attorneys and Counsel

Office:
Santa Fe

lors-at-La-

,

Catron Block.
New Mexic

VOLNEY HOWARD,
and Counseler at LawPractices in all courts of .Territory
Speaks Spanish.
;v
'Phone 192 Black. ' y &
Rooms 18 and 19,
Laughlin Block
Santa Fe, N. M.
G.

Attorney

-

RENEHAN
A. B.' ReneHarl,

&
'

'

.

Attorneys-at-Law-

DAVIES.
K. P. Davles,

Practice in thp Supreme and

trict

Courts--

Dis-

Mining and Land Law a
'
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
. ' Santa Fa
New Mexico

THE

PALACE" HOTEL
WLM-iAM-

before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlm Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.

f

VAU.GH.NPR.0P.'

.

C. W. G.

of the Best Hotels in the West

One

Cuisine and
Table Service

;

for

mercial Travelers

SANTA FE,' NEW MEXICO

HOLT & SUTHERLAND,

f;jnnu

iai

Practio in the District Courts
as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.
Las Cruces
New Mexico.
ar-wel-l

Attorney-at-Law-

Taos
Jesse

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
G. Northcutt, ;
C. J. Roberta,
.

.

Offices: Raton, N. M., and
dad, Colorado.

nr

Trial'

H. M. DOUGHERTY,
Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices in the Supreme and

Proprietor

Dis-

trict Courts ol the Territory. Office:
-

Socorro

Commodious Sample Rotm

Vi

.

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

J. E. LACOME

;

if-

WILLIAM McKEAN.

.

Attorneys-at-Law-

nwiiiian ifiiA3iMiwwjwfir HOTEL

iMi

.

Attorneys-at-Law-

WASHINGTON AVENUE

AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

i

:

ward,

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
Las Vegas
New Mexico

Sample
Lrge
ComRoom

Unexcelled

.

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courtis
and gives special attention to case.

.

f

.

Land and Mining business

--

b

1

Cards

H. VAUGHN,

OF SANTA FE.

ROOSEVELT police regulations, Including quaran
THE
'tinfo'and morality, than it does to de
DOCTRINE.
nounce the Czar of Russia, or Presi- ;
Roose-old
There is a strain of the
velt aggressiveness in the ringing ad- dent Zelaya or Dr." Cook, but the
dress that Chief Forester Pinchot fact Temains that every newspaper
New" York at some time or other; even: ifcotign
made at. New Iiochelle.
of
the
great con-- it hurts business or its own party or
yesterdaV; He spoke
ilict that is now being waged between pocketbook. espouses a cause for the
righteousness ot it.
the special interests, the predatory pure
-Without discussing whether the
few and the people who are to be
robbed of their heritage. He declared printing of doctored news or the supor
be
tidings
inauspicious
of
men
who
pression
it a conflict between the
stand for the Roosevelt policies and be not for the country's welfare, it
so
the men who stand against them. seems to be :a matter of, fact that
This sounds like the tocsin of war, a far as business is concerned the- freedirect challenge that must be taken dom of the press is purely mythical.
There is no such thing," says Charles
isill). He calls conservation a moral
show-tha- t
Edward Russell in Success Magazine.
to
sue. The speaker sought
Norman Mack's National Monthly,
the conservation question touch- "We have the most "'.potent censor in1'
111111
as Ule UI&au 01
"
standNo newspaper of
es the daily life of the great body of the world
ern wing or me. jjeuiucracy, 111 ns
inmatanv
nrint
wnnlrl
venture
to
our people. He says that the cost of
issue has a furious onslaught
snerial nrivileae is heavy and he ter condemned bv business, nor fail- January
011 P'oiiiuiuuii
aim wuai, u cans the
somematter
though
to
any
print
gives an indirect blow to the saloon
that would dicoppression
tyrannical
'
business
that
power when he continues: "That price times very illfounded,
to eat or to
man
tate
to
what
any
to have printed. Tnose who
may be the chance to save the boys required
that if
drink,
insisting
apparently
of
philosophy
from the saloons and the corner gang have with any degree
wants
a
to
be
fiend,
person
hop
any
and the girls from worse. Thousands observed the development of 'boom or desires to chloroform himself or
true
how
know
West
in
the
of daughters of the poor fall into the cities'
to cocain
tlhere
become addicted
hands of the white slave traders be- this is. I once had the felicity of should be no legal restriction to p re
a
a
such
in
newspaper
cause their poverty leaves them with- conducting
111,11
1,0111
Thus far President place and have some conception of This doctrine is '""'5"'s
out protection."
diametrically oppos- if
I
caused
have
should
the
uproar
Taft and Secretary of the Interior
in
which
ed
that
the Democratic
to
once I had mentioned the simple lit
Ballinger will agree with the chief
,. South seems to believe'and is intend- ave
Elite
of
corner
the
that
tie
fact
forester 'for both the President and
an onslaught upon Colonel
street, on which
the Secretary have declared them- nue an d Fifty-nintWilliam Jennings Bryan' who recently
was
the
in
sold
east,
were
lots
being
of
selves in favor of conservation
declared himself in favor of prohibi
the national resources. But Pinchot a swamp three miles from human tion. Of course, the Republican party
or
that
cats,
par
dogs,
Pinhabitation;
u
and Ballinger part ways when
u.p
me
rots, horses, dead men and ghosts 11111 mu rejue u.
chot continues:
to
Democratic
leaders
make
prothe
were included in the city census. The
"The people of the United States
hibition' a political question that is
publication of such matter would have to
of
victims
have been the complacent
be a test whether a man is a
or. if he were wise,
a system of plunder often perpetrat- been followed,
or not. As for the RepubDemocrat
exit
hurried
the editor's
ed by men who would hive been sur- preceded, by
lican
it will continue to mainparty
from town."
tain the popular doctrine that each
prised beyond measure to be accused
and many of whom
of wrong-doing- ,
community or commonwealth should
in their private lives were model citiThe annual report of Postmaster be given the right to decide for it
made seif whether it desires to tolerate the
zens. But they have suffered from General Frank H. Hitchcock
curious moral perversion by which it public today discusses the cause of saioon or not and that prohibition is
becomes praiseworthy to do for a the deficit in the annual budget of not a political or party question but
corporation things which they would the postofflce department. The sec- one 0f m0rals only.
refuse with the loftiest scorn to do ond class postage rate, the franking
for themselves.
Fortunately for us privilege and rural delivery are the
An eastern exchange remarks that
all that delusion is. passing rapidly three factors which causa- - an annual
costs at least $4,000 to raise andj
it
which
last
loss of $70,000,000
year
away.
one boy. Six boys, therefore,!
educate
"It "is the honorable distinction of wiped out not only $53,000,000 profit- represent an outlay of $24,000 at the;
serthe
of
the
other
branches
in
a n o f niifl i i niiAplrnn
the fores.t. service that it has been made
rrn'Af let ?I
.
more constantly, more violently, and vice but also created a deficit exceedto
it
a boy?
raise
pay
more bitterly attacked by the repre- ing $17,000,000 The loss on the seconddoes
exchange
certainly
aays.it
sentatives of the special interests in class rate is caused mostly by maga1 lf ll 18
to produce a e.garet;
merely
is
the
it
tines.
On
small,
daily papers
recent years than any other governfiend or a manikin that has the breath:
ment bureau. These attacks have in- for the bulk of daily papers sent
ofisa turf Y buzzard or considers
a
short
mails
the
goes
only
creased in violence and bitterness through
on8 for alcoholic
and as a rule, daily papers
hman,
just in proportion as the service has
or
- drmks;
"'P to ,raise a
cirmail
small
a
have
comparatively
to
preda-- '
offered effective opposition
has an unconquerable aver-mus- t
who
boy
The
remedy 'therefore,
tory wealth. The more successful we culation
come through increasing' the fon t0 work or who has a laugh
have been in preventing land grabhat would ake, an
tutored don-!- ,i
bing and the absorption of water pow- postage rate on .i magazines to appro. key feel perfectly at home in his
.i,nii0i,i,i,
er by the special interests, the more
In such case, the $4,000
company.
ingenious, the more devious and the ing privilege, not' only of Congress- - had been better invested in bankmore dangerous these attacks have men but also of the other departAs it is t"tip
YnpTirtihires nf
become. ,A favorite one is to assert mpnta
world- - .0n the other hand- lf the
by
that the forest service, in its zeal for the postofflce department are bound Srow into
a temperate, industrious,
the public welfare, has played ducks to increase through the extension of u',nSht young man with high ideals,
and drakes with the acts of Congress. the mail facilities and the increase of nen the $4'000 could not have been
"The fact is on the contrary, that the salaries of postal employes which be"er
"tested, for it is such boys
the service has had warrant of law in most, instances are too low consid-- :
are
the tope ot the republic and
wh?
for everything it has done. Not once ering the service rendered and the an honor to mankind.
involved.
since it was created has any charge responsibility
of illegality, despite the most, searchThe Roswell Daily Record, DemoThe Clovis News says that the gening investigation and the bitterest
commends the action of Discratic,
attack, ever led to reversal or re- eral public sentiment in Curry coun- trict Attorney James M. Hervey, Reor
a
ticket
ty is in favor of
proof by either House of Congress,
publican, "in his prosecution of vioin Curry county next election. "The lators of the
by any Congressional committee.
territorial, saloon and
affilito
who
have refused
I'Another, and unusually plausible Democrats
laws." It says that "we have
liquor
form of attack, i3 to demand that all ate with the Worrall faction, 'jind who TIO flnnllt hilt thot ho
ho m.hul.i
land not now bearing trees shall " be' contend, that, they shall have equal an(
tne pnblic
Benth,
by
8uported
'
r gh s m the selection and nom.na- ment of the
thrown out of the national forests.
Commend,
"Still another attack nearly sue tion'of county officers will look with tion o that community."
k,nd cqu
cessful two years ago, was an attack favor on the proposi Uon. ' From dpa, and R . nQ
f
to prevent the forest service from
a.
uiwi
his
vouth.
consid
Hervey,
despite
is
telling the people, through the press, peace is not Hovering over tne uem- - ,.pfl vpl.v
..a
what it is accomplishing for them,
to be filled in New Mexico;
judgeship
how much this nation needs the Tactions into wnicn tne rsew iviexico To do
; and
right at all times, is after all
forest.
Democracy is divided, in itself makes a much nuicker wav tn snnress thniv"
"Since- the forest, service called nepuuueau victory certain at me next
serving, any interest, no matter hoW;
public attention to the rapid absorp- election, for the Republican party is powerful, that sks its retainers eithtion of the water power sites and harmonious
and united. However, ef to do wrong
or ."else com- the threatening growth of a great the Curry, county ( patriots who look mits them t0 aoutright
tnat fails t0j
policy
water power, monopoly., the attacks loiwaiu tu a
ut cuuihj support the right.
,
upon it have increased with marked offices,' will have to waitj longer than
rapidity. I anticipate that they will next year, for under the Enabling act
Speaking of taxationnnder" Demo-- '
continue to do so. Still greater op which will be passed by Congress, no cjatic management, the Pecos
Valley
position is promised in the near fu- election of territorial or county offl- - xews of Artesia. .complains that in-- ;
ture. There is but one protection
cern, win iaKe piace next XNovemoer. tge Democratic; county, of Eddy "mim-fan awakened public opinion that Is ine present omce noiaers win retain erous tax receipts show an increase
their places until the constitution is of from 25 to 75 per cent over last
why I give you the facts."
Public opinion will be the final ar adopted and put into force which will year." "In conclusion," the News5
biter, and it is quite certain that the be some time in 1911.
j says,
"as the preachers say, let us'
,
will be
of
the
future
battles
state that we do not for one moment
political
"
fought not so much over the tariff, or
During the year just closing the believe, that the discovery of a part
over free silver, or other
Colorado Springs chamber of com- - of that $40,000
lately added to the tax
'
r
questions like those merce printed and circulated 63,000 rolls had anything to do with Mr.
issues,
involved in the conservation of the books and leaflets under eight differ-- , beard's resignation, even if our fin-enation's 'natural .resources.
titles. This is only a small part gers are crossed when we say it." It
of the splendid publicity work being is only necessary to point to
on by, the chamber.
THE FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
And it querque's Democratic, city government
Charles Edward Russell Is some- pays, for Colorado Springs draws a o Eddy county's Democratic
what skeptical about the freedom of
tourists for every tourist 1 ty officials, to get an idea of the way
the press. His strictures, while true that comes to Santa e, and yet does the Democrats would "manage terri- f
the tourist at- toi'ial finances.
to a certain extent in practically ev-- not possess
ery community, are too broad and he tractions that Santa Fe can boast of.
mistakes the motive of the local
.That, evert a king's Jfvieh does tiot
The Democratic governor of the amount to much after 'he Is deaff is
newspaper that boosts for its own
town at all times. It is true that it Democratic state of Texas on Christ manifest from the fact that King Leo- to mas day pardoned one hundred and p0ld was given a splendid Dublin fun
sometimes takes more courage
call attention to a manure pile in the six convicts. What do the Democratic eral although in his. will he insisted
center of a city or the failure of a papers that havre criticized Republican ' that the obsequies should be private
municipal government in cleaning up governors of New Mexico for issuing and only his immediate relatives at-- '
the town or doing its best to enforce one holiday pardon say to that? "
tend the body to its last resting place
PREACHING
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MEXICAN; SANTA FE, N. M.
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New Mexico

GEORGE b. BARBER,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Practices in the District Court and
Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.
Lincoln County
Nev Mexico
Supreme

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

him-distan-

ff,a

FIRST CLASS CAPE

."..

IN CONNECTION"

a Good One,

EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney-at-Law-

F'ttKRS

.

Practices in the Supreme and DIs
trict Courts of the Territory. In th
Probate Courts And before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land

THE BUTTON WE DO THE REST.

f,.t:

Offices.

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN
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W. A. FLEMING

CO RO N ADO

55E

JONES,
Bonds and Investments.
U. S. Commissioner for the Third

HOTEL
L-

First Class Kcstauiant In Cclia:lscloaa.

RATES 50c and up
OPEN Day & Night

G.

LUpE HERRERA Prop,5
Sari ia Pe "New Mexico- -

H.
U. 8,

:

i

1;

w..v.vK.w

"

:

,
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HOTEL MODERN
CORNER DON GASPAR AND WATER STREET

Hot and Cold Water Spacious

In Every Room

;'

Sample Booms
For Commercial TraYelers

Steam Heat
Electric light,
Modern Baths.

-

I

;

;

;

-

l

''-

LOANS
ESTATE.
Correspon .ents asking information
concerning the Territory of New Mex- AND-REA-

v

,1

First riass aM TtoromMy .Dp -To Date

a"ft

vv

UTNAM,

Court Commissioner and
Conveyancer.

n

u.c

' "
- Cruces
New Mexloi
Eastern and local bank references.

TexicD'
,

,

--

L

New Mexico

-'

R, W. WITTMAN,

.Draftsman. .,
Copies furnished of records on fil
U. S. Surveyor General's Office.
.'
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
-

;

NEEL & COOPER,
Geo. M. Neel.
Robt. L. Cooper.
'
Graduate Irrigation i Engineers,
Surveys, plans, maps, estimates,
construction, water supply and duly.
Office: East Side of Plaza. Santa Fe.
-
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HERE IS A VERY

EXGEPTIO

jDPjPORtlJNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE H ALF PRiCE

f.r"mw

DO YOU
WANT TO GET

CHRISTMAS

BEST LINE OP GOLD AND SILVER. FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED - IN SANTA Fri

-

e

THERE

but-ove-

;

Albu-carrie-

coun-thousan-

d

.

Don't
FaU

to
Ckil!
&Td.r

Inspect

Excellent

Assortments of

Goods'.'

Burned Leather
'. Burned Wooden Placques"
JJ1 Kinds of Drawn Work ,
leather Pillows Tops

'

-

'Many
other
articles
S

that
attract

one-hal-

Right
,

NOW?:

PHONE 204 r
FOR AN

-- THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S. CANDELARIO
301-30- 3

San Francisco bt.

Proprietor
Santa Fe,,N,M.

H A. HART
PROPRIETOR.

DECEMBER

MONDAY,

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE. N.
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I'S PERSON

BOY
THE 15 YEAR OLD
business
man,
of today, will, in tea years, be a
him
in
train
to
is
Ifyouhaveason. it your duty
benefit
of
bim
vo
the
your
basiaess methods,
give

ousiaess experience.
See thachehasa bank account while he is growing up. There is no other one thing thai will give
hi ai a more proper insight and conception of
.
business than having his own bank account.

2SL

$50,000"

Capital

-

CO

Santa.Fe, 8.

MENTION

Boot

T. X. Reynolds, a ranker of Cor-dov-a
is in town on official business.
Charles Insley and mother. Mrs. W.
E. Insley of Pajarito. are guests at the
.
Palace.
V. G. Franklin, a
travelinj; man
from Kansas City, is in lown as a
guest :vt the
Sheriff Julius Meyers was among
last night's arrivals from Kstancia,
stopping al the Claire.
M. R. Otero register of the local
land office is spending the holidays
at Albuquerque with his family.
Mis. Rebecca Forney, a teacher
from El Ritoi. Rio Arriba county, is
imong the guests at the Claire.
Special Agent Theodore X. Espe, of
the general land office, has returned
to Santa Fe from a trip to Chicago.
Attorney Charles R. Easley of
is visiting his parents, General and Mrs. Charles F. Easley.
Probaxe Clerk George . W. Armijo
spent the Christmas holidays at Las
Vegas as a guest of E. H. Salazar and
family.

ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN ACCOUNT.

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST

AL

.M
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M.
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DIRECTORS.
G. F RAN

OFFICERS
G.

FRANKLIN

W. S. DAVIS.

FLICK.

Asst.

W. E. GRIFFIN.

"

President

W. S. DAVIS.

--

Cashiei.

k LIN FUCK
,

,,

N. B, LAUG.HLIN

J.

Cashle.

B. LAMY

--

J

R. H. HANNA

THE WEST FOR, THE WEST.
Col or ada

7

;

Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A M

Catron Block

N. M.

INSURANCE

SURETY

REAL

BONDS

LOANS
O

C- -

WATSON

ESTATE

COMPANY

&

ESTABLISHED

.

Katlierine Paterson is

IN 1882

We represent the BEST of the "OLD
LINE" Companies; if you want the BEST
Insurance, let us write it for you.
to loan on Santa Fe Real Estate.
Some fine propositions in fruit and
alfalfa ranches. By dealing with us, you;,,
are assured of a ''Square Deal"
Saiita. 3Te, IT.
113 San X"raiiCisco
Phone Eed 183
.

serious-

at her home on Palace aveShe is threatened with pneu
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EXTEND

seasons make matkind more charitable
to another. The spirit cf cherf ul giving is re
cognized ia all civilized lands at Yuletide.
Choose early if you would choose wisely
1 his of all

ODe

TO

All

Mi Friends

Patrons

"Wehivea splendid array cf ser vicible things to
pit k froin. You can tind here many suggestions, a
tew of which are mentioned below.

MISS A MUGLER
S ju.hast Corner Piaza.

For the Baby

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,

Youngsters
For the

Hand bags, Music rolls, Fur sets,
Scissors or manicure sets, Mexican

Young Lady

For the

j

5.

Young Man

FfltllPr

FftP

--

e,

.

s

drawn work, Handsome jewel
combs, Beautiful bed room slippers, Hand embroidered corset
covers, Xmas box writing paper etc
Nsckties, Suspenders. Handkerchiefs, Military brush sets, Book-rack- s
in oak or bras, Shaving
sets, Smokers sets, Night robes,
Pajamas etc.

'

baskets, Silverware, Cut glass,
Fancy china, Table linen etc.
PiPe
humidors, Felt slip- Victor
or Edigon phon
per8.A
will
amuse the whole family
graph

A THOUSAND

Cir

OTHER

INTERESTING THINGS

VALUABLE
TO

THE RACKET STORE.

:.

AND

SKI.Kt T FKOM

W. K T0WNSEND

,

FARE

Go-cart-

For Mother Long Camonas, Hand made work

UNESCO.

$'''.
$5.00

Dolls, Toys, and doll accessories,
Silver Sets, Spoons, Dish and

Furniture Sets.
The new Marathon racers, Toy
wagons. Mechanical toys, Gilt
Books, English baby
etc

For the

'

,.

4

The Coming Christmas.

A

-

jlpe

S9q sXbmjh

j

John Gutterman, of the signal
WILL REPRESENT
corps of the U. S. army, stationed at MISS JAFFA
FE AT ROSWELL.
SANTA
Lincoln, ..Neb., is intown visiting his
..As
r
home. He is on a two months' furToday Pr6fessor J. A. Wood, Prolough and will spend the time in
J. F. Clark, Professor Rupert
fessor
Fe.
Santa
- rNOW IS THE TIME
Frank Owen, who spent Christmas Asplund, and Miss Luisa Schnepple
To have that SUIT cleaned, pressed and put in good shape
in El Paso with his family with hU left for Roswell to attend the conveni
We will do
for fall wear.
RIGHT '
family visiting relatives, is expected tion of the Xew Mexico Educational
, We will caarge j
home this evening. His family, how- Association which takes place there
will remain in the Pass City for tomorrow evening.
ever,
The Goldberg Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
Professor Woods who is president
two or three weeks.
(
George Armijo, probate and county of the Interscholastic Oratorical As
PHONE 203 BLACK
208 WEST PALAOK AVE
clerk, is in receipt of a letter from his sociation reports that ten high schools
wife that she and her sisters the and four higher institutions of learncontest
Misses Manderfield are enjoying an ing have entered this
excellent time in the east visiting the ' and that the event will take place on
December 30th. Miss
larger cities. They are meeting with ' Thursday- night,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
wrho is now in Roswell,
Julia
Jaffa
enwell
and
are
being
good weather
.
.:
will represent the Santa Fe high
(INCORPORATED)
,
tertained by their eastern friends.
9'.
N. M.
Room 19 Catron Block, Santa.-Fe- ,
school. Two gold and two silver medreto
men
the
"Among
happiest
ceive Christmas presents this year is als are to be awarded to the first
Does a general ABSTRAOT , REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business
Max Xordhaus, who was presented and second best in each division.
to loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
with a bouncing baby boy this morn:
:
of
$20,000.00 at low rate interest
ing by his wife. Max was stepping
lightly today and treating all his
friends to good cigars." Las Vegas
H.
Optic. Mrs. Xordhaus is the daughWOODY'S HACK LINE ter of A. Staah of this city.
William G. Brogan, managing ediFrom
Citizen-Tribuntor of the Albuquerque
THE LEADING
SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA
spent the holidays with his
BARRANCA TO TAOS
family in this city, his wife and child
Meets Both North South being
THE VALLEY RANCH
guests of Mrs. Brogan's sister,
Mrs. J. B. Wood oh Garcia street Mr.
Boud ds Trains, jt j .
A famous old Spanish Land Grant) .
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of Brogan has just been honored with
'
,
beautifully and uistorieally, situated . the ijrth bound trainfand juries at: the-- secretaryship of the Commercial
on the Pecos River "7000 feet above sea
.,
pub atA11:lucluer(lue and on January
Tao3Vat,.7 p. m.
level and surrounded, by" pine and
1. will rellnauish his newspaper duties
miles
shorter
Ten
other
any
than,
Christmas Specialities
spruce covered mountains of upwards
o devote all of his time to the ComGood convenient hack and
way.
to 18000 feet with sunshine' every" day
cerwhich
is
mercial dub's interests,
good teams.
In the year such as no disease gerin
DON'T FORGET THE
can live in.. The greatest health: gtw:
JT.ao tain, to nourish under his active work
Tillingjia 3a3ce
'
'
on its behalf.
sang-exCandies and Nuts
Comfortable, ;
ing country- - in the world. 26;mlles
;
east of Santa Fe.
John Roberts entertained some of
(,
his friends at his home on San Franfor the children's stockings
t Splenditt tiHJut fishing in Sum- - ciscoi; street on Christmas eve. The
mer and all kinds, of minting.
young people had a good time. MisHORSEBACK r riding TEN"1S
"
tletoe and evergreens were the
etc,
OUR LINE OF
The Christmas tree was the.
which
after
of
the evening
feature
Package Candies, Hulk Oan-- ;'
Do too $' 03 and 512 00 Per week
'dies Nuts, Table Raisins', Pack- fidloS Saddle Horses, $1.50 per day or
refreshments were served. The party
.
age Crackers. Package Wafers
$5.00 per week.
proceeded to midnight mass at 12
Ohristuias Oandies"is complete
Carowere:
o'clock.
Those
present
Write today for Mluttratrd pamph t Basket leaves Monday Tuesday lyn Michaels, HazeT TSparks, Sophie
ana am information
Returns Thursday nd Friday. Creamer," Pauline Klnsell, Miriam
AGENCY at O.' K.;Barber Shop
WE HAVE
Cartwright, Blanche Roberts, Charlie
J. F. MILLER Mgr. YalleyRancii N. M.
P. O. BROWN, '
Phone No 23 Curry, Anthony Luna, Charles Elliott,'
Christmas Candles in
Daza.
.
Dillman
Red
Inigo
Ki.nsell,
r
,
Agent.
Colors
.
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Claire.
t
Wilson M. Mills, son of Chief Jus
tice Mills is home at Las Vegas for
the Christmas holidays. He is a
student at Yale University. Xew
Haven, Conn.
A large number of Santa Fe society
folks enjoyed the delightful dance
given at Library hall by Mrs. Caryl
Hardinge on Christmas night. Morrison's orchestra furnished the music.
Former Land commissioner A. A.;
Keen, who on January 3, will become cashier of the First Xational
Bank in this city, arrived from Albuquerque this noon.
Superintendent of Public Instruction J. E. Claik and his assistant Rupert Asplund have left for Roswell
to attend the meeting there this week
of the Xew Mexico Educational

BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.

Santa Fe.

ill

JJY

nue.
monia.
Roscoe C. Bouney, principal of the
schools at Springer, is in Santa Fe
where he spend the holidays with
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. F. T. Fisher of Mc
intosh, Torrance county, are guests
of General and Mrs. Charles F. Easley on Galisteo street.
Mr. and Mrs. Angus McGillivray of
Estancia, spent the holidays with Mrs.
McGillivray's parents. General and
Mrs. Charles F. Easley.
,
G. Atchinson, Miss Dora Atchinson
and Miss Adella Atchinson of Red
Oak, la., are in town enjoying the

FREDERICK MULLER

The

jMrs.

:.

ly

c2i dl

jt

& CO.

;....

1

deco-r'ation- s.

For Best Laundry Work

stmss Presents

J

'

-

We

have now in stock and are every day
receiving goods for Christmas.
We havo an elegant line of gentleman's
ties, hose acd hose supporters, mufHers
'
etc
For ladies an elegant line of plumes, ribbons neckwear, handkei chief s, hose, fall
kinds of fancy articles, embroidery patterns royal flosses and lilo, dolls, statuary,
vases etc.
We cordially invite every one to call and
look over our stock and we feeJ sure we can

,

all sizes and

CilSliS

IE,6

BUYING

III--

IF YOU WANT TO GET
- WHAT YOU WANT WHEN
YOU WANT IT GO TO

TliE CHAS WAGNEll F UllNITURE

CO.

sNFCEiSiff!T

pieeia 2(mas Bargains In
-

--

a.

v

Davenports, Leather Rockers, Couches, Ingrain Carpets, Fiber
Carpets, Axmister Rugs, Mission Dining Rooms Sets, Missioct
Hall Clocks, Japanese Screens, Framed Pictures and Hundreds
of other Appropriate Articles.

Fancy Shelled Walnuts
"
"

r

.

Almonds
Pecans

FANCY CITRON ORANGE
PEEL DATES FIGS

& LEMON

etc.

.

please you.

H. S. KAUHE & CO.
Hi

'FW!I.
5S2P

'

k Moda

Phone Black 78

Millinery
Catron Block.
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St, Louis Rocky Mt.

Pacific

Bright and Steady

&

Jb

Comoany.

Railway

i

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
i

1,

I'ULY

Wtls

-

H'rom
Molnrs.

Miles From

SlAllUNB.

N'o 2

Katon

TAILY

1

DO

10
10
10
11
11
11
12

12
35
50

20
45
20
l2 45
30
il 60
15
46
4 55
50
6 15
6 36
7 08

h. m.
a. m,
a. m.

' 4
11
18

a. in,
a. in
a. m
a. in.

tu
U
48

p. m.
p. m,
p m.

42
49
58
58
68
77

p.ia.
m.

p.
p, m.

"

"

"

'"Thompson
" i'unulugUara

26
81

p.m.
p. in.
p.m.

N:M.
"

Lv.
lies Molnns.
'
Kumaldo.
" Dediiian.
" Oapulln
" Vigil

0

Arr.

"

Vlltioa House Junction "

hatonn

L,v.

"

M

dllfton House Junction
" Presto;,
" Koehler
" KoHhlerJno ;
"

Oolfax
" Uarrososo
Arr
OIMARKON
Lv.
"
" Nast;
Harlan
" Ute farh

"
"
"

"

"

Arr,
Lv.
"
"
"
"
"
"
ArrLy
Lv,
"

"
"
"

49
46
88
82
28
24
18
17

6 SO
6 16
4

0

7
18
28
20
88
4

55

4 35
4 25
3 55
3 30
2 55
2 30
12 26
12 06

P, m

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

m'

nr
nv
nr
nr

15
15
43
25
50
40
26
00

Lamp

n

ADVANCEMENT OF LEARNED
NEW MEXICO PRIEST.

low-pric-

ra-

Rev. George J. Juillard of Gallup Goes
to New York on an Important

Once a Rayo user, always one

Sll40.a. m-11 06 a' m.
11
110

April 15th,
full inApplication forms, wiih
structions for fllling-in- ,
and complete
information concerning the test and
the method of appointment, can be
secured by writing to the supervisor
of census for the supervisor's district
in which the applicant lives. All apmust be
plications, properly filled-ifiled with the supervisors not later
than January 25(h as any received after that date cannot, bo considered.

easy-flowin-

m--

Mission.

If Not at Yours, Write for
Everywhere.
lest:ripuve Circular to the Nearest Agency of the
Dealer

Every

a. in-a. m.
a. m.
a. in.

27, 1909.

-

'

p m

p.
p.

I

u'

m.
m

DECEMBEh

MUST BELIEVE IT.
requirements are invited to put in
their applications, as there will be at
least 18,000 enumerators' places to be When Well Known Santa Fe People
Tell It So Plainly.
filled by the niblille of March in pre)aration for ihe enumeration beginning

A briglr and steady light depends upon the
.
constructu n ot tne lamp.
The he?: skill has put forth its best effort in
ihc Rayo Lamp.
As the air is fed to the flame so does the light
g
current of air through
urn. Tlii
of the Rayo Lamp stoures a uniform
the air-tlight, with never a flicker or flare.
The ideal family lamp. Made of hrass throughout and beautifully nickeled.
The Rao is a
lamp, hut ycu cannot
at
a
better
price.
any
lamp
get

In Effect July 14, 1908.
N

MONDAY,

When public endorsement. Is made
by a representative citizen of Santa
Fe the proof is positive. Ycu must
believe it. Read this testimony. Every backache sufferer, every wan, woman or child with any kidney trouble
will find profit in the reading.
Hilario Baca, Delgado Street, Santa Fe, X. M., says: "About two aim
a half years ago 1 gave a public
statement telling of my experience
with and opinion of Doan's Kidney-PillsThey completely rid me of
pains in my back which had troubled
me off and on for months. When 1
stooped or brought any strain on my
loins, I suffered severely and there
were various other symptoms which
convinced me that my trouble came
from disordered kidneys. I procured
Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling Burrows & Co's. drug store and they
brought prompt relief. I continued
taking Doan's Kidney Pills and it
wa snot long before every symptom
of my trouble had disappeared. The
fact that I have had no return attack
warrants me in again expressing my
high opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
Xew York, sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
.

(Fr. Anselm Weber, O. F. M.)
We
regret to announce that the
rr
a.m.
(Incorporated)
Rev. George, j. Juillard, for IS years
7
Lv
60
N. M.
88
a.m.
"
"
7
a. m.
68
89
"
pastor of, Gallup, X. M., well known
"
7
a. m.
94
69
1HRW.,,W throughout, the territory for his literary ability, his great eloquence and
II Connects
with E. P. A tt. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawson, N.
to
genial
disposition, has decided
M., 6:15 p. m.
properly for the property shall ever leave the Archdiocese of Santa Fe to
a. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawton, N. M.
Connects with E. P
be erected.
The grantors retain the assume an office of much graver re:C5 a. m.
to
erect
at a place to be selected sponsibility and wider usefulness.
right
f Stage for van Houten, N. M., meet a trains at Preston, N, M.
Palace.
a
them
tablet stating by
suitable
by
The Rev. Florentine Meyers, O. F.
fallows:
Des
Moines ie
i, Sl S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from
Rupert F. Asplund, Mrs. F. L.
whom tand for what purpose the M., has been appointed his successor
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
Miss Jean McGibbon, H. R. land has been given.
as pastor of Gallup, and the Rev. Rob- take no other."
No-- . 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 6:01 a. m.
,
McGibbon, K. X. Rich and wife, Max
Xo ceremoines marked the transfer, ert Kalt, O. F. M., his assistant.
No. 2. 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 1:12 p. m.
j
B. Krause, City; Charles Jnsley, Mrs.
but later an elaborate program will
Some months ago the position of reception of the Pallium of His Grace,
TracK connection with A. T. A . F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C. V. 12.
Insley, Pajarito.
be carried out, when representatives associate director general, cumjure the Most Rev. J. B. Pitaval, D. D.
W
A 8. at Oes Moines, E. P AS
at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
i
uoronaau.
of the Perkins family will come to successionis, of the Society for the
The great success attendant upon
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Amarante Herrera, Pojoaque; Au-- j Colorado
and the handsome Propagation of the Faith in the United his various activities and undertakSprings
r the fo Mowing points In New Mexico: Ocato,
Cimarron. N. M., is depot
gust Liese, Money, Colo.; k. i.
bronze tablet will be unveiled. Guy States, with headquarters in Xew ings in the past are an earnest of his
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Estancia; Vincente Garcia,
of James Rusell York City, was not only offered, but success in the immense field before
grandson
Ut Park, N. M Is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo Filberta
Ben
Salazar, Lowell,
Ortiz, Pojoaque;
tablet.
Lowell
will
the
Lobo,
Black
Tru-chadesign
eeeo, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy,
Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethtown,
strongly urged upon him by the direc- - him with its immeasurable possibiliHolman; Thomas A. Reynolds,
torate of Paris, France, and Xew ties.
rock
marvelous
The
fantastic
and
Questa, Ranches da Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
E.
Butler,
Joseph Street, J.
'
His confreres in the ministry and
York. Though reluctant to leave his
YV. formation of the Garden of the Gods
Mound;
Wagon
W.
A.
Butler,
e. J. DEDMAN
Raymond
J. van HOUTEN;
GORMAN,
the
host of friends and acquaintances
the
of
and
lon
archdiocese
the
been
and
admiration
have
parish
objects
C. Ho rr, Kstancia.
Superintendent V. Dres. and Gen Mgr- - Gen- - Pass- - Agent
Modern.
and study by travelers, geologists and country to which he had endeared throughout the territory and beyond,
RATON. N. M- RATON. N M.
RATON, N M.
W. S. Garvin, City; Waller Caw, tourists the world over. Tunneled himself, he did not deem it just to whilst regretting his loss, will cerinto the large natural garden are red himself and the cause to decline.
tainly have their congratulations and
Weldon, Ky.
The Most Rev. J. B. Pitaval, D. D., their heartfelt good wishes follow him
Claire.
sandstone rocks of grotesque and won-- '
H. H. Xornian, Denver; Miss
derful shape. Chief of all groups is archbishop of Santa Fe, who greatly to his wide field of labor, commensurA. Gallegos. Abiquiu; Mrs. Re- the "Gateway," formed by two im- - prices his personal
friendship and ate to his attainments and abilities;
becca Forney, El Rito; Ham Collins, mense slabs of red standstone tower- highly appreciates his valuable serv- for which field of labor he will leave
Clovis; G. Atchinson, Adella Atchin-son- ing to a height, of more than 300 feet, ices and sterling qualities, at last on the 2&rd of January, 1910.
Dora Atchinson, Red Oak, la.; 'twice that of Niagara Falls, which yielded to the importunities of the diMay God speed his every undertakH. look
R. C. Bonney, Springer; Charels
down on the beholder with mem-- ! rectorate of the Propagation of the ing.
Smith, Carthage, Mo.; John Collier, ovies of countless years of geological Faith and gave a reluctant consent.
Estancia; W. T. Smith, Austin, Cal.; (transformation.
Between the two
Historic Clermont. Ferrand, where HOLIDAYS AT U. S. INDIAN
Wr. C. Smith. Julius Meyer, Estancia;
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL.
; large
suffered
a
Ceasar
facuna smaller,
rocks stands
his one defeat
W. G. Franklin, Kansas City.
ia sentinel to guard the passageway; through Veieingetorix, ' where the
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall,
through the Gateway appears the ma- - first Crusade was preached by Peter
DONATE VALUABLE PARK
summit of Pike's ' the Hermit and decreed by Pope ITr- D. D. G. M., installed the officers of
jestic snow-claTO COLORADO CITY, Pcak
passjng through the gigantic ban the Second in 1095 Clermont, Estancia lodge No. 33, at 2 o'clock
rock portals, one enters a region the mother of missionaries and mis- this afternoon. The installation was
"Garden of the Gods" Becomes City's where Titanic force have been at play. sionary bishops (among others Arch- public and was attended by the famiStrang, wierd figures, dressed in bishops Lamy, Salpointe and Bour-gad- e lies of the Masons.
Proprety on Christmas
Miss Lillian M. Sutherland, assistand Bishop Machebeuf hailing
garish array, surround him on all
Day.
ant teacher of the Taos Pueblo day
gayish array, surround him on all from there) was his birthplace.
Born in 18G7, he began his studies school, is spending the holidays at
-sides. Here are the slender and maColorado Springs, Colo., Dec. 27.
"Cathedral Spires;" here the in the college of Billom, founded by the U. s. Indiau School.
jestic
handsome
found
a
Colorado
Springs
Includin
Miss Mary E. Haskett, teacher at
and completed them
Christmas present in its stocking "Tower of Babel," there the "Three Charlemagne-the Nambe day school, has resigned.
an- - in the Laval University of Montreal,
in
at
Graces,"
form;
symmetrical
in
to
itself
find
poswhen it awoke,
-Christmas exercises at the U. S.
nere Canada, graduating maxima cum
snipwreciv;
session of the Garden of the Gods. ' 0Tn?r piace ine
Indian School passed off pleasantly.
head
his
"Simese
Twins."
at
of
and
lne
the
class,
laude,
joined
strangely
in
the
Probablv no other citv
country
A cantata rendered by the school was
was dealt with so generouslv by San-- Adjoining the Garden of the Gods, but meriting the title of S. T. L., i. e. LiA royal
especially well
ta Claus. for the Garden of the Gods not included in the tract acquired by centiate of Sacred Theology. Ordain- good dinner made presented.
sons
the
and
daughin
ed
Sepby Archbishop Salpointe
is famed far and wide as one of Amer "le cirv in Mushroom. ParK, contained
ters of Poor Lo more than happy. A
1890
of
he
was
chief
at
Santa
tember
of
many
formations,
Fe,
interesting
X
ica's scenic wonders. The whole
IHC 1VUUUU
on Christmas eve with music by
which is "The Balanced Rock." The assigned to the Cathedral of that hop
world, however, will share in the gift.
school
the
orchestra finished out that
for the terms of the gift stipulate that harden of the Gods was once the wor- place. Two years of zealous and ef- day.
& 31, Also
wno
fective work as assistant, and, afterthe Garden of the Gods shall forever snuIr,K place ot tne Indian,
Dr. W. H. Harrison, U. S.' trachoma
5
DECEMBER
)
j
j
January
be kept open as a public park, and heard in scheing cave the voice of the wards, as acting .pastor of the Ca- specialist, is spending the holidays at
the transfer of the reat scenic resort Great Spirit. A noted author once thedral, as Protector of Pecos and the U. S. Indian School.
For further lclormation Call on or Write
characterized it as "The earth's most chaplain of the Sisters of Loretto
prevents anv nossibility that it might wierd anotion
H. Mc BRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. P. & P. A.
cai,Sht and stille(J 011 showed his ability to such an extent
fiof
ever come into the hands
persons
c .,
i
i as
1. i
SANTA FR. N. M.
that his archbishop placed him in
uuiuirail,
wnnlJ ovnlr.it it fnr selfish mir. '
'fise UUtlMluu;
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
'
"
charge of the Gallup parish with resiposes.
dence, during the first, two years, at
The gift is made by the children of EXAMINATION FOR"
ENUMERATORS.
Cebolleta. The parish, at that time,
the late Chas. E. Perkins, who was
a territory of about 10,000
comprised
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of
Notice for Publication.
the Chicago,
formerly president
Montezuma Lodge N
and even now it comHomestead Entry (Serial 03888) Xo. Pecos Forest Reserve.
Burlington 'and Quincy Railroad. He Director Durand Sets the Date for square miles,
1. A. F. & A.- - M. R
Not Coal Land.
prises about 10,000 square miles an
S0S7.
Making Test on February
430
secured the tract, comprising
u1ar
communication
immense field with its 20 Mexican vilNo. 05943.
5, 1910.
acres, by purchase in 1S79, and has alDepartment of the Interior.
first
of eac
Monday
Inlages and settlements, it 14 Pueblo
Department, of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
ways maintained it free to the public.
at
xg' month
MasonU
7
dian
U.
Fort
S.
its
Land
villages,
Office, Santa Fe, N. M. On several occasions he was offered
mining camps.
Dec. 27. Any
November 26, 1909.
Washington. D.
Hall
7:30
m.
at
p.
November 23, 1909.
Gallup proper-eno- ugh
nerson of irood iudament. who has re- - Wingate and
J. A. MASSIB.
large sums ot money tor tne par
Notice is hereby given that Tiburcio
i
'
ul1
Is hereby given that Eugenie which, according
u,Bl
Xotice
edu4'"mra tt"uj e"uu""lk-common
school
to
an
Hie
valuation
ceived
ordinary
Worthy Mastsr.
Lobato, of Leyba, San Miguel county,
of a giant. Though not a giant
N. M., who, on September 19, 1904, Martinez y Lujan, of Lamy, N. M., made by the Colorado Springs park cation, can readily and easily pass the
Gaul
of
old
stock),
on Nov. lo, 1904, made Home
is worth $200,000, but re- - test to be given applicants for census slca"y (heing
ALAN . McCCRD, Secretary.
made Homestead Entry (Serial 03S8S) who,
Father Juillard proved himself, as far
SW.
Sec. 28, stead entry Serial No. 03943, No. 8151 fused all of them, desiring that the enumerators' places on Saturday, Feb- as
No. 8087, for SE.
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
f" the northeast quarter (NE
n was uossioie ior moriai man
stv, the Ad a finally ,cQr hv tt s
rrr,a
inroi T.,,w
of
NE.
NW. 4 & NW.
E.
R. A
M.
Regular co
to
to
not
this
11
herculean
section
14
,
task,
equal
18, township
X., range
to alj the'people. In his will be made Census Director Durand, according to
Section 33, Township 12 N., Range 12
vocation
second
Monday ol
E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice no disposal of the Garden of the Gods, an announcement, from the census bu-b- only by attending faithfully to the
each month at Maaai
E., X. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice! of intention to make final five
wants
of
but
his
year
parishoners,
left a note, written on the back of reau today. This will he a contorting spiritual
of intention to make final five year
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
i
proof, to establish claim to the land an old envelope, which said:
to the several hundred also by effectively assisting them in
assurance
land
claim
the
to
establish
to
C. J. CRANDALL. H. P.
proof,
above described, before Register and! "It, is
needs.
their
temporal
my wish that that my child- - thousand who are believed to be con-above described, before the Register Receiver, U. S. land office, at Santa
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
' New churches built at San Rafael
ren give the Garden of the Gods to templating application for the places
or Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 30th
Decern
of
ana
cnurcnes
day
cnapeis
the city of Colorado Springs for park
It was emphatically statedat the land ban jose
Fe, X. M., on the 12th day of January, ber, 1909.
Santa Fe Commandery No.
j
test will be an eml-- restored or repaired and enlarged at
the
that
bureau
purposes."
1910.
'
Claimant names as witnesses:
1. K. T. Regular conclave
Cebolleta
and
the
Acoma,
Gallup,
To
one,his
and
out
reasonable
practical
wishes,
carry
legal steps nently
Claimant names as witnesses:
Isidro Ribera, Antonio Jose Garcia, were
fourth Monday In eaek
Our
of
of
beautiful
grotto
Lady
to
taken about a year ago when the similar to that, applied
applicants
Todosio Lobato, Adelaido Marquez, Luis Martinez, Agustin Gonzales, all
month at Masonic Hall at
of
with
statue
Our
Portales
the
Lady
will
census.
in
consist
was
It
tract
of
at
twelfth
hands
the
the
three
placed
j
Juan Baca, Benjamin Baca, all ol of Lamy, New Mexico.
Colorado Springs trustees: D. V..i of filling-ou- t
a sample schedule-o-f pop- - of Lourdes adorning it, and the pas- 7:30 p. m.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Lebya, Xew Mexico.
H. F. STEPHENS. B.
a description, in narra- - toral residence at Gallup are perma- '
from
LeB.
Wills
ulatlon
Donaldson,
and
Henry
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
F.
.PERCY
KNIGHT. Recorder.
monuments
and
of
nent
.his
ability
;
Henry C. Hall. The drdlnance forni-- five form, of typical families; and,' in
'''
Register.
'v
zeal.
whose
work
enumerators
became
case
of
the
a
tract
law
the
ally accepting
Amid all these exacting duties and
Christmas morning. The children of will be in the rural districts, they will
TIME TABLE OF
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
Notice for Publication.
Mr. Perkins making the gift are: Rob- - j be called upon to fill out an additional occupations he was ingenious in find- 14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
0824.
Coal
Not
Land.)
LOCAL TRAINS ert. F. Perkins, Farminghani, Mass.;
(Serial
sample schedule of agriculture, from ing time to give vent to his literary- Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meet
Department of the Interior,
Alice
Perkins
Edith
information furnished by the census propensity in series of brilliant arti- on the third Monday of each month
Hooper, Boston;
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
Jemez Forest Reserve.
j bureau.
at 7:30 o'clock, in the evening is
Perkins
and
Margaret
Cunningham
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Train leaves for the north at 10:15 Perkins Rice both of West
whether women or sions Catholiques, in .publishing" his Masonic , Hall, south side of - Plata.
All
persons,
wood,
m.
December 7, 1909.
i.
Noticias Religiosas in Spanish for five Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corNotice is hereby given that Edward
Train arrives from the north at 4 Mass., and Mary Russell Perkins and men, who may desire to become,
years' and in"pub)tishtng the Pioneer, a dially invited to. attend.
of
must
citizens
he
;
E.
both
Perkins
of Burling-sus enumerators
; '
McCauley of Jemez Springs, N. M., ,i. ni.
su-- monthly, literary, political and relig- of
ton.
Iowa.
WT.
residents
the
JOHN
United
the
States;
32,
MAYES,
homewho, on August 10, 1908, made
The conditions imposed on the city pervisor's district for which they wish ious review of great merit, devoted
Venerable Master.
of
stead entry No. 0824 for XW
New Mexico Central.
are that the tract shall continuously to he appointed; must be not less more especially to southwestern life. HENRY F. STEPHENS 32,'
the SE
Township 18 X., Range 3
leave3 Santa Fe at 1:45.
Train
"
His ability;as an organizer showed
and forever be known and designated than 18 nor more than 70 years of
'Secretary.
E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed noTrain arrives at Santa Fe at 5:25 as
ReItself
when
the
do
able
must
Clergy
of
.to
especially,
be
"Garden
the
Gods"
and
the
shall
final
physically
make
to
age;
tice of intention
proof,
be used and maintained as a public the work; must be trustworthy, hon- lief Union was established, whose seclo establish claim to the land above
8. P. O. E.
Santa Fe Railroad.
must have at retary he has been ever since its founReceivor
before
Register
Santa Fn 1dere No dfin
described,
p n
Leave Santa Fe 8:25 to connect park, free to the world; that no intoxi- est and of good habits;
er, U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. with Nos. 10 and 2 from the south and cating liquors shall ever be manu- - least an ordinary education and must dation, whilst vast numbers witnessed holds its regular session on the secor otherwise dispensed be able to write plainly and with reas- his thrilling eloquence on the occas- ond and fourth
M., on January 2G, 1910.
west, and No. 3 from the east at La: . faetured sold
Wednesdays of each
ions of the funeral of the late lamentClaimant names as witnesses Hugh (unction.
ujion the premises; that no buildings onable rapidity.
brothers are invitee
month,
yisitini
other than those necessary to care
Those who can comply with these ed Archbishop Bourgade and of the and welcome. Murray, Wm. Rogers, Linas Shields,
DAVID KNAPP.
Arrives at Santa Fe 11:10 a. m.
Jemez
A. W.
Fedderson, all of
Leaves Santa Fe at 4:20 to connect
Exalted Ruler.
Springs, N. M.
J. jD.' SEN V. Secretary.
A'ith No. 1 from east. Arrives 6:50 p. m
R.
MANUEL
OTERO,
Leaves Santa Fe 7:20 to connect
CONTAINS NO
Register.
ith 7 and 9 from the east and 4 and
?
Knghts of Pythias.
,
Santa' Fe Lodge No, 2, Knights of
i from the west. Arrives 11:10 p. m.
The New Afexrca.1 Printing ComPythias. Regular meeting 1st anu 3d
DRUGS
It Is an admitted racv mat real esTuesdays In month at 8 o'clock in I.
pany, has on hand a large supply of
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visitpads and tablets suitable for school tate, financial men and merchants all
Cures Coughs, Cclds, Croup, La Grippe, Asthma, Throat Tb oenuia
invited to attend.
work, the desk, and also for lawyers say that quickest and best results a.j
rACEiO ing Knights
AUGUST REINGARDT. C. C.
and Lung: Troubles i. Prevents Pneumonia and Consumption
and merchants; good everywhere. We obtained by advertising in ' the New
JOHN K. ST AUFFER. K. R. S.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGIST.
will Bell them at 5 cents m book form. Mexican.
v
p.m.
p.m.
,.10 p.m.
7. 23 p. m.
45 p.m.
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MONDAY,

DECEMBER 27,

land not now bearjng trees shall be
thrown out of the national forests.
"Still another attack, nearly successful two years a so, was an attempt
to prevent the forest service from
telling the people, through the press,
that it is accomplishing for them, and
how much this nation needs the

III DEFENSE OF

HIT!

Ringing Address by Chief
Forester Pinchot at New
Rochelle
ATTACKS

PREDATORY

"Since the forest service called pu!-li- e
attention to the rapid absorption
threat en ins growth of a great water
threatening growth of a gerat water
have increased with marked rapidity.
1
anticipate that they will continue to
do so. Still greater opposition
is
promised in the near future. There
an awakened
is but one protection
give
public opinion. That is why
'
you the facts.--

WEALTH

Rights of the Many Insisted
on as Against Desires of

Up-

1

the Few

New York, Doc.

Gilford

27.

VISIT TO NEW

Pin-

chot, chief forester, declared in a
speech here today before a number
of prominent publishers at the University club, that the special interests
have made repeated attacks on the
forest service and those attacks have.
increased in violence just in propor-tion as the service has offered effectto the predatory
ive opposition
wealth.
The American people have evidentnaour
that
minds
their
made
up
ly
tural resources must be conserved.
That is good, but it settles only half
the o.uestion. For whose benefit shall
of
they be conserved for the benefit of
the many or for the use and profit
the few? The great conflict now
fought will decide. There is no
other ouestion before us that begins
!,. ttrtlli eC art
to be so important or uw,
as
the great quesdifficult to straddle,
interest and
between
special
tion
equal opportunity; between the privthe
ileges of the few and the rights ofmen
many, between government by
for human welfare and government by
money for profit, between the men
who stand for the Roosevelt policies
and the men who stand against them.
This is the essence of the conservation problem today.
"The conversation issue is, a moral
issue. When a few men get posses- sion of one of the necessaries of life,
either through ownership of a natural
resource or through unfair business
and use that control to ex- tort undue profits, as in the recent
cases of the sugar trust and the beef
packers, they injure the average man
without good reason, and they are
guilty of a moral wrong.
"I believe in one form of govern- -'
ment and I believe in the Golden Rule,
But we must face the truth that mo- nopoly of the sources of production
makes it imtiossible for vast numbers
of men and women to earn a fair Hv- ing. Right here' the conservation
question touches the daily life of the
great body of our people, who pay the
cost of special privilege. And the
price is heavy. That price may be the
chance to save the boys from the sa- loons and the corner gang, and the
girls from worse, and to make good
citizens of them instead of bad; for
an appalling proportion of 1Jie trage-of life spring directly from the
lack of a little money. Thousands of
daughters of the poor fell into the
hands of the white slave traders be-- ;
their poverty leaves them with- of fam-- j
Thousands
out protection.
has
survey
as
the
Pittsburg
ilies,
shown me, lead lives of brutalizing
overwork in return for the barest liv- -

MEXICO

CATTLE RAN.CH.

Easterner Gives

His ImpresRound Up Near Engle,
Sierra County A Race and a
Stampede.
(Port laid, .Maine, Times.
New Mexico is one of the few places
remaining in the great southwest
where the hemline cnwhnv linuei'K
'
Down (m lw
Fe
d , a
place called Engle, 1 had a chance to
witness a round up and the shipment
of 1300 head of cattle to Kansas City
by rail. There was a lime when cattle
were driven overland to the great
shipping
points at Dodge City and
g
other places in Kansas but in those
days there were no ranches inclosed
by wire tences and New Mexico was
Kj.
U)en a wil(leniess
Today all ranches are fenced and
many of these are fast disappearing
and being cut up into farms as the ir- ligation projects are developed. The
reclamation service is
government
working marvels in this country and
last year alone 50,000 farmers from
KnnsMS tnwa and Hip Miridlp West
became residents of the territory and
took un an(1 which a few years ag0
I
wag resagred as worthless. On this
iand they are today raising record
breaking crops and making fortunes
and are driving the cattlemen out of
the business.
e first got a glimpse of this round
up 0f cattle on, one of the largest
ranches in the territory, and also one
0f the last, when we slowly climbed
to the top of the mountains overlook- mg tne vastness stretching away from
Caballos mountains toward the
j the
east. For miles we could look out
over this great mass and could see lit- tie dots slowly moving about 20 or
25 miles away. By means of powerful
field glasses these could be distin- guished as cattlemen on horse back
galloping wildly over the mesa and
slowly gathering the cattle intended
for shipment. Far in the distance, in
this clear atmosphere, we saw a little
blur of smoke and by means of the
field glasses made it out as a train on
the Santa Fe railroad. So far away
was it that it seemed to be fairly
crawling along the track and for a
1
long time we watched it until our
guide called out for us to take up the
line of march again.
Clinging to our horses' backs we
slowly picked our way down the steep
mountain trail, now dismounting
to
avoid danger when the path led by
some deep gorge, and then recklessly
swinging into the saddle again, when
the sure footed horses had won our
confidence. All the forenoon we rode
ing,
"The people of this country have along through this wild and rugged
lost vastlv more than they can ever country. Jack rabbits skurried away,
-'
in the air, leaping like
regain by gifts of public property, for- their big tails over
hounds
the pinon. bushes
who
grey
men
to
ever and without charge,
gave nothing in return. It is true and the mesquite plants, often followof
ed
fusillade
shots.
a
Quail
material
by
pistol
that to have made superb
re- progress under this system, but it is ran swiftly out of sight and took
m
an
t.OO
iuc
buiuc
uj.
tO
IlOt Well fOr US
uiauj
ireeiy
rejOlCe
ujua ui
in the slices the special interests have ditches which the waters of centuries
out of the mesa. Once we
given us from the great loaf of the I had gouged
surprised a fox at his morning meal
.property of all the people.
a few rifle
eoule of the United States and hastened his flight by
"Th
of8"8victims
have been the complacent
we
to
to the "Span- a system of plunder often perpetrated ish stopped a set fire
cactus va- of
the
soldiers,"
plant
surbeen
bv men who would have
to
whose
leaves
seem
be filled
riety.
prised bevond measure to be accused with Pitch or other inflammable ma- in
whom
of
of wrongdoing and many
terlal
burns fiercely. A rattler
their private 'lives were model citi- - reared wlch
his
head
among the pinon bush- a
from
zens But they have suffered
esa
to snort and al- horse
causing
!
, no,,-bv which it
"
... :
e
41
4U
J
mnn4
uuuw
must
its
uuni me sauuie
nuuei
COPi
Act
t.n
CAWnrtVl
a
V
for
Wnmae nra
was
never
a
snake
sent into
there
poration things which they would re- ad
the
of
grounds
hunting
reptiles
fuse with the loftiest scorn to do for
wllu a more magninceni saiute 01 re- all
us
tor
themselves.
Fortunately
shots than this particular rat that delusion is passing rapidly away. volver
tier
enjoyed.
"It is the honorable distinction of
A Race on the Mesa.
the forest service that it has been
None of us made pretense of bein
more constantly, more violently, and
expert horsemen but the, exhilaration
more bitterly attacked by the repre- of the mountain
air, the warmth of the
sentatives of the special interests in sun and the novelty of the
journey
recent years than any other govern made the timid venturesome. The
doc- ment bureau. These attacks have in- Down

sions of

a

I

ue-in-

--

j

I

-

J

ZTlLiTirll TZTIX.

The doctor seemed to be sudden inoculated with this wild spirit and
neck pnd neck
along the
trail.
Now we took' a small arroyo in a
mighty leap. Again we slid down the
side of one, through the bushus, and
clambered madly up on the other side.
Our saddle mzs pounded away behind and finally- not being well secured
began to distribute articles of clothing
and 0,llH,. things along the way behind
?. v,. abandoned
the trail, took to
mesa, smashed through un
derbrush and cactus plants and volleyed loose nibbles from our horses
feet. The "sheep"' could run like a
deer and the last I saw of the doctor
for an hour or so, he was pounding
his saddle like a Cossack, his bald
hea l shi'dng in the sun, for he had
lost his hat and his saddle bags slowly dropping its collection of shirts,
brushes and toilet articles along the
way. After : whil? my broncho worked his way back to the trail again and
when the rest of the party came up
we fell in like lambs behind the rear
guard and jogged along without any
desire for further bursts of speed.
The country was much broken at
the foot of the mountains but wild
and extremely
About
picturesque.
noon we forded a little brook and
came to one of the station houses on
he ranch. This house was built of
adobe, like all the others in this
country, but within it was cool and
comfortable.
The horses were turned into the corral and watered and
few while the guide proceeded to get
lunch ready. The cow punchers who
occupied this station were all off upon
the round up but our guide took pos- session of the premises as though they
belonged to him. We helped to build
a fire with the roots of the pinon trees
in the small stove and rolling up his
shirt sleeves the guide proceeded to
make biscuit for the crowd. Condens- ed milk and water, a liberal quantity
of baking nowder. a little stirrinp- in
a big yellow bowl and the biscuits
were in the oveu
Tnen came the
opening of various cans of beef, corn,
tomatoes, peaches for dessert and
other things. Coffee with condensed
milk, hot biscuits and a jumble of
corned beef, corn, tomatoes and chile
and other things made a very appetiz-methodi"Z lunch.
Ranch Hou-Luxuries.
This station house of the ranch
contained two rooms, the kitchen and.
dining room combined and the parlor,
sleeping room and everything else at
the other end of the building. The
waRs were paper with
pictures of
staSe beauties in abbreviated cos- fumes, of prize fighters and of war- n the bookshelves
was a
Ships.
of
literature a
strange collection
cni)v of
Shakespeare's
complete
works, novels by Kipling. Conan Doyle
and others, yellow backed love stories,
several histories and an Episcopal
Prayer book. A phonograph with a
sma11 number of records,
a guitar
witn broken strings and sundry packs
ot we1--l thumbled cards with cribbage
boards told how the cow punchers
who lived here part of the time whil-dieawav the long hours.
The doctor was late for luncn and
j
hls biscuits were cold. He glared at
me- said be would prefer to eat stand-caus- e
inS up and seemed to enjoy my efforts
at vnUing the cactus thorns out of my
Person. When we had washed the
dishes and made all tidy within the
suide said we settle for our entertainment in town at headquarters, so
we indicted a joint letter of thanks for
the hospitality and left it, pinned to
the table with the tines of an iron
I

,

e

s

-

;

fork- -

Two hours' ride ana we were at last
upon the broad mesa itself with it?
endless stretch of reddish sand with
wuouo anu uuiiur;.-,l.v. vi.iu;,a
of grass. I7p from one of the arroyos
flashed the apparition of three young
women on horse back, dressed in the
gayest colors and sitting astride their
ll0TSes- - Uley d'suamed to proceed at
our slow race and disappeared in a
cloud of dust towards the town. An
other hour and we came up with a
cowboy riding towards the mountains,
deeply absorbed in a newspaper threp
or four days old. We held up while h
told us the news, wished us hick and
niminnttn n.CU
an nfiaicuc
wim unc UnJ
iiaiiu i111 a
manner which caused me to waste
two packages of tobacco in trying ro
""uic mui wueii we iook up our
march asain.
After a while we came within sight
I
of the cattle. To me there seemed
thousands of them but it was a corn- paratively small herd of steers, so
they said. About them circled the cow
punchers and some 'ways behind
came the mess wagon drawn by four
!

.

b- e- -- elected for him because of shape of a big pond or slough and the
his weight and because the animal cattle were stringing out towards it,
was said to be "as docile as a sheep." the leaders already up to their knees
He moved too slowly along this ever in the mud, at least a mile and a half
winding bridle path for me and on my ahead. Later as we approached the
broncho I made an attempt where the town I watched at close range the op- trail widened to get in the lead.
'
erations of the cowboys.
The "sheep" which the doctor rode
The Herd Stampeded.
resented
crowded my broncho
this .and
i
It was about sun set. the mouo- ft,
. 11111V
.
.
,
U1V lJ I
iCl 1 J l ILV
W
lue
u'lu
s"me
1CK'y
lne
tain
tops being bathed in the crimson
est service, in its zeal for the public
needles penetrating through the glow while tho
strange orange
drakes
due
and
has
welfare,
played
her of my shoes and even punc- - j light gave to the little adobe towntinged
with
with the acts of Congress.. ,
the
'
leggmgs. Involuntari. it8 few palm tee and spots of green
"f
"The fact is, on the contrary that j .T drove the spurs Int0 the broncho
the service has had warrant of law for and jn a J110ni t th0.doc.or and I were ,
done. Not once Tacing madlj d0WR
everything
mMe In te
Du?y' n0W
Since it was created has any charge
h Rhnlirp1 tn ma tn
. . , 01
nT1,
tne drove or cattle,
' , ".V'S aneaa
. of illegality,
despite thf .most search- ln my horse The excitement got the heading
them towards the railroad
,
and the bitterest aU best of me. The rest of the
' ing investigation
crowd,
now whipping in the strag-corrals
and
reDroof P" led aslde as we
led to reversal
flew, past, shouting glers with wild yells. A part of the
Iv eltZ
f Congress L by any
submissively singled out to pass
encoura2em,ent and
0ff came my SQnlnjherd
ra.road
'.Another, and unusually plausible, brero and. with a wild yell I duff the between two cow
boys who were
' forpx of 'attack, is to demand that all ., spurs into the sides of the broncho,
counting them when a big white faced
proportion as
ed effective opposition to predatory
wealth. The more successful we have
been in preventing land grabbing and
the absorption of water power by the
special interests, the more ingenious,
the more devious and the more dan- A
r IT f liAnnTYtQ
ntfnnlro
lciivo nave
luces; at
uuwuiv,

1)ad
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lice In the
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cook's hot

WANT

tenderfoot from Maine was a
gue.-- t to be treated with consideration
ami my appetite was fast winning me
distinction where my horsemanship
A

had failed to do so.

MINES AND

Listen
to the Band
Sousa's Band
Sousa's most tuneful two
Washington I'lisf and

plav

steps:

iuh School C'.ulcts

1

the January

ISoth

in

of Kdison
ccoiiis for the
I

for rent, rhone

Conag

U6

FOR RENT OR SALE
writer. J. 15. Sloan.

1S3

Red

A SJOd type-

FOR KENT -- Three furnished rooms
Marvels of the Mining Engineer
for light housekeeping.
Apply 4"'j
Hampton's Magazine comes out in San KiancUco street.
its .lanu try number wi'h an arricle
FOR SALE - Two firt. class fresh
tracing tie- history of the niitiinu en- mihh cows, one hor.-e- ,
wauoii and
his importance in harness. K. Andrews.
gineer and
the develo;i:!ien! of modern mining.
The article
by Eugene p. I.yle, .lr..
WANTEIi A competent, experiencwhhas spei the greater part of the ed cook. Ad drees It.. Santa F New
past year inv-th- siigatinu conditions in Mexican, giving references.
mines of his country. Speaking
of the mining engineer's troubles he'
WANTED -- HuthT for Jan. lsi, YV.
says:
want a
mouth man. Expense
p
Hitrh-grad$ ll i
"Harder to i: tect than 'sailing
advanced.
a money
mine that is dressed for oYi.min:.. I" "'''""''It. I'USIIies.s. No samples to
.
tion. This means that on each level '""'''' No selling or collecting.
not a reqnisi
No capital
the vein is purposely and cunninulv !"'ri-m-du.L
a rich
away, exposing
streak, needed. Sinai bond required. WriteC.
Ecc es.. 1. 1T:J DayThis tiie engineer cannot fail to ex- prompt i
amine. If he is not on his guard, he ton, ().
gets much higher results than the
Cave-ins- .
It will tap th
mine warrants.
of the porous breccia.
piles
waste, and so forth, are use I to con- Vindicator mine, for instance, at a
ceal abandoned workings which, if point .'.luu feet below the surface. It
seen by the engineer, would reveal will lower the water for the uifferenl
that the vein at such places had eith- mines about son feet on an average,
er pinched out or been worked out
jrrid in so much will prolong the life
"At the Broken Hill mine in Aus-- t of the camp by eight years or more,
aning a gold production of $:i;.- tralia an engineer was deceived in
at ,lH' present rate of the
this way. His client had an option ","-,HI lie
:imI'"s output.
water
on the property, but the owners struck
flowing
it rich and did not wish to sell at the down tin creel ;. will be usei for irri- price in the contract. The new work- cation in the valb v below."
ing was concealed so cleverly that the MINES
Santa Rita "A recent market let-- I
engineer, though an able man. was
ter issued by Hayden, Stone & Com-- !
e
deceived.
He got. only"
samples, and advised
against the pany has the following to say relative
The mine has since pro-- , to the Ohino Copper Company: At.
purchase.
the time of the formation of the Chino
duced 1011,000,000 ounces of silver.
"John Hays Hammond tells a story Copper Company it was the deside
of his younger days that is pertinent. of the hauliers for the company, ow-- I
"He was sent to examine a mine ing to the partial development of the
owned by Jews in a northern county jpioperiy, to make the issue at the
of California.
It was intimated to owest possible price and one that
shmv an' Pront " ,ho for-a- n
him before he started that if he made WOu1,1
unfavorable report he would never; lner owners and make their profits
come out alive. He arrived and from dependent upon the development of
To accomplish
this
the isolated situation of the mine, t,u' property.
perceived that it would be a very easy pqniiably the former interests were
matter to carry out the threat. HeKivJn Plions on ,h unissued treas-was- ,
shares at par. the price at which
however, received most heartily
and entertained al a big dinner by the;th(' st0f,k was then issued. These
Then he went to work, nations ran for a period of one to two
The
of the
was given all facilities for doing tho years.
development,
sampling behind a bulkhead, which ground has been so rapid and satin
tne possmmty o: any lntru-coul- factory that the company is now ortam- - dering the immediate construction of
slonn
m'- mill, and should be enwas samp-grea- t the 2. 300-to'
a
em- - tering the ranks of producers in
The owners laic
ng
Phasis on their enabling him to do period of about one year. Instead of
this sampling with every fairness. requiring the company to issue any
They thought hiun a green youngster. bonds for the purpose of paying for
But. unperceived by them, he con-- ! 111 18 equipment, tne Holders or tne
to take some samples of hisj1'0" were so gratified at the develop-owand assayed them. He found nlent of lhe property that, because of
that they did not correspond with the 'heir large contingent stock interests
samples that he had taken with their therein, they agreed with the
ment to immediately exercise their
"He said nothing, however, but sug- 0'UonS' ,hns canpe,lin8 any 0,,tstand-gestthat the samples be niU,ed; nff options whatever and thus pay
$l,37a,000. which,
he knew, was exactly what the to tlle
on hand, will
the
with
money
present
owners wanted.
So the ore
was
a1'
the
lhe
comPatlfnds which
give
ground fine in the mill, and proved U
desires dur,nB ,he 1,eriod of 1,reE'
to be very rich. Hammond showed
the proper enthusiasm, but, he said. ent. construction. Many people nave
tneir mill man. though a good man, been somewhat reluctant to purchase
was not getting all the values out. He an interest in the shares during the
last few months, in spite of its favproposed sending the samples away
to be milled over again. The own-- j orable development, owing to the uners looked worried, but they could not certainty of these options, and with
out of the way we look
reasonably object, so Hammond sent this feature
the samples away by express and fol- - to see a very satisfactory improvement in the values of the shares, with
lowed himself a few days later,
the company free of any bonded in"At his leisure he extracted $2,00
debtedness and amply financed."
in gold from
the samples. This
?2.000 was pure 'salt.' The mine ownLETTER LIST.
ers had sified that much gold into
of
List
letters
remaining uncalled
tneir samples. Hammond's own sam- - '
in
at Santa Fe, K.
for
the
postofflce
He saved
pies ran almost nothing.
the 'salt and cbarjrprl it tn evnenses M., for the week ending Dec. 2o, lft9.
not cal1ed for within two weebs
The rascals later threatened suit, but
ue-ul
Hammond merely
eu"
replied that he luc-- w'u ue seuL 10 l"e
omce
at
Washington:
wished they would sue him. They
never did."
Armijo, Fernando.
Barrett. Miss Maude.
Concerning the latest big engineerMiss Katie.
Cameron,
Mr.
at
ing project
Cripple Creek,
Lyle
Clark, Miss Ethel.
says :
Contreras. Abran.
"In January, 1907, the necessity for
David and Hauso.
a nmnei to tap tne district, at a great-- i
DeEong, Dorothy.
er depth became evident. Otherwise
Priimla
nutct litivo t,otn tl;in. . r lSliei. D. J .
Garcia, Mrs. Francisco.
1 lie
tiuneu.
uaicn rai k tunnel, or
Gomez, Renors.
Cripple Creek Deep Drainage Tunnel,
was then projected, and T. R. Coun- Juanitaalirs, Miss.
Kraus, Geo. H.
tryman one of tne best mining en
Lusro, Bisita.
gineers of the sctate, was made chief
A. E. Carlton, chie
McDonald, Mrs. G. W.
proengineer.
moter of the project, is the contractMaise, Miss Trinidad.
or doing the work. Different mines
Martinez, Miss Guisita.
subscribed the capital stock of
Mendes, Sr., Jesus.
The tunnel was begun at
Murray, Mrs. John.
the foot of a hill, near the creek
Port wood, Mrs. Ona.
(Cripple Creek), and it is to be five
Ripper, Geo. C.
miles in length.
Last summer 9.700
Rives, Rujinita.
feet were already completed leaving
Romero, Mrs. Pita R.
nearly 5,000 feet to be tunneled
Romero, Miss Gtiflapita R.
through the granite before it reaches
Silignian, Simean.
Sena, Miss Efrances.
Storey, Xelson.
The Carson Crk. Co.
Vrioste, Octariono.
Van Burgh, D. P.
has its tm
?ain In the head-w- in
Wat kins, Mr. Lloyd.
adhere,
Pain lscongestion.painisilood
pressure nothing
else usually. At least, so says vr. snoop, ana to
Mr. Claude.
Wilbourn,
Drove it he has created a little pink tablet. That
Wright, E. R.
tablet called Dr. Snoop's Headache Tablet-coa- xes
blood pressure away from pain eentere.
In calling for these letters please
Its effect is charming, pleasingly delightful. Gently
though saiely, it surely equalises the blood circu- state whether "advertised" or not.
lation.
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
If you have a headache, it's blood pressure.
Y
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steer, with long horns and an ugly eye
balked at the gate. In vain the cow
punchers yelled and used their long
whips. The white faced steer suddenly turned in his tracks and bolted
for the middle of the herd. Other
steers began running wildly about and
iti an instant the
whole herd was
"milling." chasing one another about
in a cloud aof white dust.
Some of
the cow punchers had deserted their
t
posts when the herd seemed well in
hand and were loitering near the mess
Then with the thunder of a
wagon.
thousand hoofs the bis herd was off
across the meia, with the white faced
steer in the lead.
The stampede came so suddenly
that it took the cow punchers by surprise. Such niouutm? of horses by the
deserters, such riding, whooping and
yelling is seldom witnessed even in
that country. For several miles the
herd galloped away until they were
headed off bv the daring riders and
once more turned toward railroad
pens This time the white faced steer
was rushed through the narrow gate
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impusuueu wuu tne uiuic suunuannc
steers ami aooinea ov ine ueei irusi
I was watching some men unloading
a piece of heavy machinery from a flat
car near the watering tank when half
a dozen of these cow punchers rode silently up alongside me. They were
nearly all young fellows, wearing
chaps of white bearskin or of ornamented leather; sombreros with the
hat band stuck full of matches and
colored neckerchiefs.
with bright
Their faces were tanned to the shade
of russet leather by the winds and sun
of the mesa and their blue flannel
shirts were covered with dust. Anticipating some deviltry I scanned then
with suspicion and they looked me
over silently as they might some
strange curiosity. To prove I wasn t
such an awful tenderfoot I produced a
pouch of tobacco and fortunately roll- ed a cigarette the first time trying
hut usin" both hands to do it. Then
I asked for a match and tossed the to- hacco over to my nearest neighbor. H9
rolled his cigarette with one hand, ab- stracted a match from his hat band
TVic tnhnorn flTift "ii- anil linrtifoi"- nr
per passed down the line and when ail
were puffin
away the conversation
began.
"A stranger here?" asked one. I allowed I was. "Where do you live in
the states?" I told him I hailed from
Maine
"Bv Gad. boys, here's a man from
Maine " cried one. "I reckon vou'uns
I ever seed."
ttio
Mainp Yank-e"Where are you from?" I timidly
asked.
"The Panhandle," said my neighbor.
"Husky here is from Arizona and the
rest don't belong nowhere."
"Right smart bit of snow up in
Maine about all the time I reckon?". I
told him we had some snow.
"You'uns is a good long hike from
home." We were getting along famously. All fear of cowboy deviltry
had faded away when suddenly the
stillness of the evening was broken
by the blowing of a horn. With a
wild whnnn mv enmnaninns tnbbert the
spurs into their horses and rushed
past me on a mad gallop. My broncho
joined the procession without any in- vitation and without warning. First I
swallowed about half of the cigarette,
Then I lost both stirrups and one bri-- '
die rein. A second later I lost my hat
t
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aua nnany set my Leei.
uie sauuie
and holding on to the high pommel
both hands the broncho and I
bolted through the town and down
to the mess wagon arriving at the cow
punchers' tea party in a most undignified manner. My advent was greeted
111
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PAIN

If it's painful periods with women, same cause.
If you are sleepless, restless, nervous, it's blood
That surely is a
congestion blood pressure.
for Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets stop
with yells of delight. Some one jerk- certainty,
it in 20 minutes, and the tablets simply distribute
ed me out of the saddle onto my feet. the unnatural
blood pressure.
.bruise your nnger, and doesn t it get red, ana
Another man calmed the beast of a wall
anA rtuln VfM,9 Clt ..niir.a It. Hruia It's rrr.
broncho, while still another rode back gestion, blood pressure. You'll find it where pain
up the street and recovered by wide- -

brimmed sombrero.
And when the
doctor came looking for me to hurry
up to the adobe hotel for supper I
was sitting on the ground, a tin plate
on my knees, eating frijoles, as they
call beans in that country with a liberal sprinkling of chile and doing jus- -

ge.

Ve

j

j

j

SWSLmi

Dr. Shoop's

Headache
Tablets
STRIPLING BURROWS

!

Postmaster.

The seals and record book? for nopublic for sale by the New
Mexican Printing Company at very
reasonable rates? Seals for Incorporated companies are also handled. Call
at or address the New Mexican Printing Company. Santa Fe. NewMexlco.

taries

stopped In 0 mlnvti
sura with Dr. Mior
Croup Kcmody. Ona
test will surely prove,
No vomit inir. tin fti..
sa,e and ttleasinsbyrup-f'- lc
!rtii;i;istai
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CO.

less.
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(initial of Candido Sanchez and Jesus were held Friday afternoon.
The ing ranking as they read: Chicago,
Candelaria charged with interfering church waa beautifully decorated,
.961; Philadelphia, .t61 ;
Brooklyn,
with legal voters at the election of
At the Presbyterian
ehurcr. on .956; New York, .954; Cincinnati .952;
i
fOB.
Christmas night the usual Christmas St. Louis, .951; and Boston .947.
(Continued From Page Two.)
Doing Things Right There is noth- tree exercises were
Camnitz of Pittsburg, has probably
held Saturday
LOST A K. of C. watch charm. iupr like starting the new year right evening under the leadership of Su- - the best pitching record, with
41
i
Reward if returned to R. Haacke.j and one of the best ways to begin is , perintendent X.tR McCord
games played and a percentage of
care New Mexican.
to read the advertisement of the Big
On Christmas eve, the town
was .806. Matthewson of New York has
New Year's Eve Dance Ou Friday Store! The announcements made by ablaze with bonfires, a beautiful cus- the same average with 37 games
inter-wil- l
toms centuries old and transplanted played.
evening the Woman's Board of Trade Nathan Salmon are always Very
the to N'ew,
in
offer
has
and
he
to
what
dance
eve
New
at
Year's
a
The cussting
Storke. who jilaved with both Pittsgive
Meyicoiromgjiain.
way of good bargains should never tom is observed each year and has burg and St. Louis tied Chance's
the Library assembly room.
He promises
many been in vogue in this city fully tnree fielding average, but he played
in
Great Divide Coming At the Elks be overlooked.
;
19
n,ev bnnse on January Cth the at-- 1 new things for the coming year. Read centuries.
games.
only
tmr-tinwill be the "Great Divide" lodav's advertisement, then nay the
i
a
visit.
store
:i i, lav of thrillinsr interest.
DEATH OF AN OLD RESIDENT.
TAOS LAND DIFFIOld Citizen Badly Burned Yester
Reader?
Advertisements
New
CULTIES SETTLED.
should not fail to carefully peruse day S. S. Beaty, an old and respected William H. McBroom ' Succumbs
at
Taos, N. M Dec. 2C. The Hill suit
the new advertisements of the Santa citizen of Santa Fe met with an acciColorado Springs After Brief
against the Taos Valley Land ComFe Hardware store and Seligman dent that nearly resulted fatally.
Illness.
pany atid A. R. Manby has been disto
been
Brothers Company.
has
subject
epileptic
Ueaty
William H. McBroom died in Colo missed, every controversy being sat"
Thief Break's into Church A sneak fits and was in charge of a young boy. rado Springs, Colo., on the morning isfactorily and amicably adjusted, the
thief broke into the Presbyterian The latter took it into his head to go of December 23rd, after a brief ill- Taos Valley Land Company selling
church parlors at Albuquerque and nut and enjoy himself and left Beaty ness with pneumonia. .Mr. McBroom it sholdings in Taos county to the
stole the candy and Christmas gifts isitting,near the stove. While the boy was formerly, a resident of Santa Fe. Taos Land Company and the Taos Ir
that had been left over from the cele- - was away Beaty was suddenly seized having come to this.territory in 1S76, rigation Company, which newly orwith an epileptic fit and fell over on from Nebraska. He was engaged in ganized corporations, are backed by
bration.
substantial eastern
who
Come out and boost , for the locals the stove
severely burning his
government, surveying business will spare no efforts capitalists,
to develop this
December side, When discovered lie was suffer- the
on Wednesday
evening,
for several yeas after coming to the famous
valley, which is everywhere
29th. Bring your wife and your ing terrible agony. His injuries were
territory and in the early SO's had a regarded as the most beautiful and
sweetheart too. Bring the whole lam-il- given immediate treatment and today , cattjle
ranch at- - Cmava, then in' San fertile in the Southwest.
You won't regret the slight ex- be is much improved..-- .
Miainel countv.
He was also identi
penditure which it will entail.
fied with numerous business interests
ball
basket
of
the
stars, CHRISTMAS CELEBRATED
Speaking
was tji'e ownfr jof': considerable
CHURCHES. and
jN
you will see the best in the Territory
Fe property and had many
'
Santa
,
seven-at
at'
the
are
if you
Armory
In Santa
friends
MONEY AND METALS. ;
'Fgiul .the territory
thirty sharp on Wednesday evening. Mitjnjgnt Ma8S at Cathedral Attracts
In about "the year 1889 he
generally.
New York, Dec. 27. Call money 4
Admission to the basket ball game
Services
Large Crowd and Day
disposed of his.,intere's4.9 in- New Mex. ,
Are Well Attended.
fifty cents, which is within the reach
prime: mercantile' paper 5 to
ico and removed" "to' Colorado Springs, 5
of all.
Mexican dollars 44; Amal. 87
celewas iittiugly
Christmas
day
where hft had sjnce resided. Mr.
A ranch
Shot Himself Accidentally
N. Y. C. 125; S. P.
Atch.' 121
all. of the. local churches. Colo.,
brated
McBroom was'a' Drother of Mrs. Chas. 133
26i
man named Luce at Questa, Taos At the by
U.-- P.
mass
steel 90
Cathedral the midnight
of this city and of Mrs.
V.
county, in throwing the blankets attracted an unusually large crowd, F. Easley.
pfd.'125
RoDt: J. Moss"' Of Ros well, N.- M.' He
9.7'-which covered him to the floor threw many
firm
Kpw Vni ' Tlep
being present to
children...
a
was
three
which
leaves
widow,,and,
down with a Winchester
467
Copper- - firm; .Stand
witness the solemn and impressive
discharged, the bullet entering at the ceremonies. The mass was a pontificard 13.12
"January 13.25
371-2- ;
chin
coming out of one cheek. al one, celebrated, by' Archbishop FIELDING AVERAGES OF
Silver 52 1;2. ,.c.
NATIONAL LEAGUE PLAYERS,
Luce will recover.
WOOL MARKET-St- :
IMtaval in full archiepiscopal robes.
YesterVictim
Pneumonia Claims
Louis, Dec, .27 Wool unchasg-e- d
He was assisted by a number of the
of Chicago.
;
day afternoon at about four o'clock local clergy. The, choir singing was Captain Frank 'Chance
Territory and.-- , western mediums
of PhilaBransfield
With
Leads
from
the
died
Sandoval
Mrs. Louisa
fine mediums 2125; fine 12
music
especially
the
being
2428;
splendid,
Second.
delphia,'"'
The deceased
T.7
20,
Pitaval
effects of pneumonia.
,v
k
Archbishop
appropriate.
New York. Ded 27. Captain Frank
was seventy years of age. She leaves preached a sermon in both Spanish
GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
'
two sons and a daughter. The funer- - and English.
May
Chicago, 111., Dec.27.-Whe- at
Again, at 9:30 a. m. a Chance, ofr'GliicagQf leads all Nation
aver
in
the
al
first
basemen
101
League
111
al will take place on Tuesday from pontifical high mass was celebrated
July
season of 1909, as an
Corn May 67
the Cathedral.
July 66
by His Grace, the church being well ages for the
'
nounced today,
:
y it h a percentage
43
Tumor Causes Death After suffer-- ' filled with worshipers.
Oats May 45
July
92 'games he is closely
.994
.
of
for,..
services
the
of
tumor
church
with
At
a"
for
$21.75l-2Pork Jan. $21.85; May
Guadalupe
long period,
ing
j
Brarisfield"-o- f
Philadel
the bowels, Mrs. Louisa Smith died were impressive and the attendance followed by'"
Lard Jan $12.35 ;; May $11.92
"a
138
phia, with .percentage of .989 for
95.
Sunday night at eight o'clock. The unusually large.
On Christmas eve at the St. John M. games." v
Jan. $11.50;r May $11.40.
deceased was forty-tw. Ribs
years of age.
145
with
exerBridwell. of New York,
LIVESTOCK.
;,The funeral will take place tomorrow E. church the Christmas tree
Hans Wag
from the Cathedral at seven o'clock. cises for the children were held. An games to his credit. :and'
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 27. Cattle-Rece- ipts;
are
tied
136.
excellent program was carried out, ner,'. orj!:pittsbjrr&
7,000, including 400 southInterment will be at Rosario.
with .940 per cent in the fielding averand
by
of
singing
speaking
consisting
erns; market, 10 cents higher. NaSold Ransom Property Mayes- and
and girl ages for",,sloxtS.toiJ5'."..,,!,
boy
tive steers " 5;6o7.50; -- southern
Bean, local real estate agents have the children. Every
a
remembered,
was
of
played
generously
Brooklyn,
Hummel,
present
steers $4JG0G.25; southern cow's
to
the
Miss Belle Sweet
sold
Ransom
each a box .of nuts and a perfect score in 17 games as an out $2.754.25; hulls $3.004.75; native
property situated near the property of receiving
fielder, but Captain Clarke, of Pitts- cows and heifers $2.0 6.50; stockers
street. box of candy.
General Easley on Galisteo
special
Christmas
morning
On
burg has probably the best average, and feeders $3.255.25;' calves $3.75
to
The same firm last, week sold
C. P. Lucas with 152 games played and a per
local parties seventy-eigh- t
lots in the services were held. Rev.sermon.
5.25; western steers $4.006.50. '.'
an eloquent
centage of.'i987. Gibson, of Pittsburg,
Sunnyslope addition at Las Cruces. preaching
othHogs
'Receipts,'. 6,000; market
rwenty-on- e
Indictments The grand .At the Church of Hie Holy Faith, caught ISO'.games, more than any aver- 10 cents
Bulk of. sales $8.10
higher.
er
and
had,
"a
fielding
were
catcher,'
interest
the
services
jury for Torrance county at Estan-r- i Episcopal,
8.50; packers and
$8.40
8.45;.
.983.
heavy
of
celebrated.
was
age
indictments ing and communion
cia, returned twenty-on- e
butchers
won
in
club
$3.258.50;
light $8.00
Rev.
fielding,
was
Pittsburg
by
sermon,
i
preached
before adjourning on last Friday The The,
;
with-thfollowaeore
of
$6.507.50.
8.35;
a
.964,
with
pigs
exercises
school
first jury trial resulted in the a.C; Pratt. The "Sunday
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HUTS MARKETl
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IS TIME TO ORDER YOUR

NOW

ii

Christmas Turkey

j

We sold over 200 Turkeys for Thanksgiving
and havent had a kick yet. While our dealer
says our Christmas Turkey will be better yet:
If you want to order anything extra, such as
BLUE POINTS
CRABS
LOBSTERS

PRARIE CHIX
QUAIL
GROUSE

Or any hot house vegetables that are not in the
market we would be glad to order them for you.

HUD'S
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NO. 92.
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Grocery
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No!
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Bakery
We are
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8in8 t0 have

there is to be
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For Christmas
and Mictlotno
Unllv
I1U11
J dUU MlDllClUG

MAKKETKbFORT

--

had in our

line

Fruit, Vegetables, Poultry, Oysters, Nuts,
Candies, Oranges, Lemons. Grape Fruit
:
:
:
etc. etc.

;

'

'

7--

j

We Made Our Xmas Fruit Cake
Six weeks ago, and

1--2;

I

are rady to receive

2

your orders for anything you may desire
:
:
:
:
in the cake line

"

o

LET US MAKE THAT XMAS CAKE
Phone

No.

i

-

F. Andrews,

Phone No. 4

HUBBS LAUNDRY COMPANY

'OUR WORK IS BEST"
Our Specialty Good
W. H

Karr

Asr.fc

Work and Prompt Service:

Santa Fe

3--

Pnone

122

Red

'

-

'

The Picking is now at

iving
Ni

Toys : of every description,
Metfs suits, overcoats, rain
coats, auto coats, fancy vests,
neckwear, s u spe n d er s ,
gloves; night robes, pajamas.
hosiery, house xoats bath
robes, shirts, dress shirts,
hats and caps. And when you
come to. woman's and Misses
wear you will find the largest
variety ever seen in any store
:
in the City.

THE SELECTION OF
XMAS PRESENTS

For men, women and chUdren
is an easy prosition at this
store. We have so many

things that are just right that
it is only a matter, of choice
to secure a good selection.

Nbw we give you the hint to make

The things a man, woman

,

or boy appreciates most,
the things they would buy
in
for themselves-arehe- re

great variety.

its best

your selections early while the pick- ing is best. We will assist you in
every way and will, make any
exchanges you desire after Xmas.
Eastern prices guaranteed.

REMEMBER OUR MOTTO
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